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Introduction to Delia Barrington, 1912-1991
Delia Barrington (née Parker) was born in 1912 in Kensington, London and the family then moved to
Ealing where she spent the early years of her life. She was of Huguenot descent through her father's
side of the family and a member of the Huguenot Society of London for most of her life.
Sometime between 1934 and '37, when she was in her mid-twenties, she enjoyed working, along with
a number of other volunteers, for the archaeologist Sir Mortimer Wheeler who was excavating the
site of the Iron Age Hill Fort at Maiden Castle in Dorset. This was the start of her interest in
archaeology and a development of her interest and involvement in local history: something that was
to remain with her throughout her life.
She joined the Women's Land Army during the Second World War, working on a farm in
Buckinghamshire. The hours were long and the work hard but she found it rewarding and made many
friends. In 1941, she met the chauffeur of exiled King Zog of Albania who was living nearby. The story
goes that she was courted by him, not with flowers but with kippers, which were left for her by the
farm gates! These tactics were obviously successful because at the end of the war she and the
chauffeur (William Barrington) were married.
In the late 1940s, Delia and William went to Holsworthy in Devon where they ran a farm together but
after a few years decided that it was not the life for them and they moved to Bristol where William
was employed, once again, as a chauffeur until his retirement. Here her interest in gardening
developed and, as well as the garden at home, she had an allotment in which she grew vegetables.
These she sold to local shops and with the profits, she purchased a greenhouse.
In the sixties she, William and the greenhouse moved to Marchant's Hill House on Portway Lane in
Gurney Slade. After renovating the house, she set about tackling the grounds. It was a long job and
a labour of love but, with her considerable skills and ever increasing knowledge, she created a
wonderful garden. It soon became a haven for birds and wildlife and a delight to visit for gardeners
and non-gardeners alike.
Her very genuine interest in other people was a characteristic which she never lost and, over her
lifetime, resulted in a wide circle of friends: none, however, more important than the many friendships
which were made in the very happy years that she spent in Gurney Slade. Given a choice, she would
not have lived anywhere else.

Delia Nassim
Goddaughter and namesake
July 2015
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Foreword
This collection is a transcript of Mrs Delia Barrington’s notes, collected mainly in the 1970s in
preparation for a Short History of Binegar published by Binegar Women’s Institute. My reason for
transcribing the notes is to make them available to anyone interested.
Those who have read A Short History of Binegar will recognise much in these notes. There is, however,
a wealth of additional information. Mrs Barrington researched before the days of the internet, online searches and modern communications. Getting information together meant writing letters or
interviewing people or taking yourself to archives to see manuscripts and making notes by hand on
what you found. This makes Delia Barrington’s notes an extraordinary and remarkable piece of work.
They are, however, notes and no more. Reading them will not take you through the story of Binegar
from earliest times to 1970. What they will give you is a wealth of interesting detail about Binegar, its
people and the times in which they lived. They are not complete and Mrs Barrington had as many
questions at the end of her research as she had at the start. What they are is an excellent starting
point for anyone wanting to research the history of Binegar and its families.
Most of the notes are in a loose-leaf ring binder. There are extra papers, loose or attached with
dressmaking pins or paper clips, making it quite a jumble. All of these have been included. Sometimes,
the notes are difficult to read or interpret. In that case, I have added a note.
In general, I have followed Mrs Barrington’s subject headings but within them have tried to put things
in a chronological and logical order.
In the notes on early periods, there are land measurement – hides, virgates, etc. – whose use has been
lost. Mrs Barrington included an explanation in Miscellaneous notes. Similarly, pounds, shillings and
pence (£-s-d) was the currency. £1 had 20 shillings, one shilling (1/-) had twelve pence and one penny
comprised two half-pennies (ha’pennies) or four farthings. A shilling was thus equivalent to 5p. Other
denominations included a florin (2/- then and 10p now) and a half-crown (2/6 then and 12 ½ p now).
Mrs Kathleen Newman, who kept the notes safe, has kindly made them available for this publication.
Mrs Barrington left more papers – photocopies, cuttings, photographs – a future task will be to put
these in a form accessible to all.
Richard Higgins
July 2015
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Binegar Fair
Wells Charter Fairs
Charter Fairs were held in the town and not the church: Holy Cross on May 3, St Callixtus on October
4, and St Aubin on November 30. Bishop Robert of Wells allowed these, 1136-74. If these were
dispersed during the Black Death, it seems from the date May 3 is most likely to apply to Binegar Fair
in Whit Week. (No source)

?1599 (see letter from Somerset Record Office in correspondence)
John Bishop vs William Wiles – right and title to the profits of a fair called BONYER FAIR in the
Prebend of Whitchurch.
Exchequer Depositions at PRO, Ex. Dep. 41-2, Eliz. ? Wick, No 35 by K C A Wills.

On Bishop Peter Mews, 1673-84:
NB Binegar Fair is profitable to the said Bishop. 15s per annum. Priddy Fair ditto 5s.
Som. Arch. & Nat. History Society, 1891, Vol xxxvii, page 91

1647
Income wanted by Corporation of Wells for the income arising from four fairs in Wells town, also
those at Binegar and Priddy. (No source)

1787
An account of the tolls of Binegar Fair and other payments then collected by William Coles at the
Fair in 1787 in Right of and as of belonging to the Corporation of the City of Wells as follows:
First, the whole toll of horses, beasts, pigs, etc. 3d each
Also for all booths erected in the Fair Place
Also for the Standings, 6d each
Also for all Pitching, Hawkers in the Fair Place only, 1d each
Also for the pig pennings, each 1d
(No citation)

Irish horses
Irish horses, as many as 50, were sent over especially for Binegar Fair and came by train. Horses
were in the Fair Field, cattle in Matthew’s Field (Standing Close). Special trains were run for visitors.
There were many gypsies who mostly camped on the high ground round Slab House. There were
two large marquees in the Fair Field. (No source)
As many as 50-100 horses were sent from Ireland to Bristol and were walked from there to Binegar
Fair. One of the dealers, Alfie James of Bristol, plaited all his horses’ manes with yellow. (No source)

Other notes
Gypsies did step dancing to a squeezebox outside the Horse & Jockey.
There was a beer tent.
Drover. ? Name, where did he come from?
As many as 200 head of cattle were driven by Mr Whitehead from his home at Butleigh to Binegar
Fair.
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1926
Before passing from the story of the Wells Harriers, mention must be made of the many horse
fairs held on the Mendips, to which frequent mention is made in the Master’s diaries. Binegar
Fair was a good example, held in a wild part of the Mendip Hills. Henry Lowndes and his friends
seldom missed one of these fairs and generally bought a useful animal or two. It was possible to
buy a horse there from 10s to £80.
The gypsies and all the scamps and lowest copers for miles around were in evidence at these
fairs and it was not safe to leave a decent horse or cart in any of the stables. At the same time,
the fun was fast and furious as besides the horses there were boxing booths and shows of all
sorts.
There follows details of various tricks practised at fairs by dealers, such as, Bisoping, Settling the
Blowers, Puffing the Clims, Figgins, Diamonding of Braning, A Wood-Pecker or a Crib-biter, A Quid (or
quidder), Corking the Tallow, A Feather, A Methodist, A Lawyer, A Flat Catcher, and a note on
Leggers-in or Knocks-outs.
The Hunting and Sporting Reminiscences of H W Selby Lowndes, MFH, J Fairfax-Blakeborough (ed),
Philip Allen & Co, Quality Court, Chancery Lane, 1926

1947
…and Gurney Slade, set on the cross road to Binegar, a village on the top of the Mendips, once
celebrated for a fair transferred there from Wells on account of the Plague in the sixteenth
century but moved back again in 1837. It still has an Annual Horse Fair…
Companion into Somerset, G Maxwell Fraser, Methuen 1947, 1951, page 49

1955
Horses were rented out to the Snook family latterly (?). There were stalls for clothes, harnesses,
toys, woollen cloth and all sorts of shysters. The field at times also included the site of the present
new burial ground. The fair came to an end in 1955 (this corroborated by four reliable sources, i.e.
Mr Dudden, Mr Selway (Ashwick & Oakhill), Mr Carter (late Horse & Jockey Inn) and Mr Thos.
Padfield). The Padfields (G. Slade) said there were horses in all the roads and lanes during the Fair
Days. Mr Padfield can remember getting ‘fairings’ from Betsy Mannings from Bristol such as ‘curly
comfits’ and almonds. Snooks rented the Field for £5 from the vicar for the Fair. Drunken and
fighting gypsies were locked up in the School. There was also a man who extracted teeth. (No
source)

Church of the Holy Trinity
History
The date of the first parish church in Binegar is not known. However, we do know that a church
stood here before the Norman Conquest. The list of Rectors (43) goes back to 1297 but there must
have been many before then. Even that date takes us back nearly 700 years. In the 11th century, the
parish was known as BEAZENHANGRA, later BEAGENHANGAR, by the 17th century as BENAGRE.
1065
1292
1400

Patronage of benefice given to Bishop Giso by Edward the Confessor
Rector’s income recorded as 7 marks (about £5). The priest at Whitchurch (tithing of
Binegar) received 12 marks
Church rebuilt in the Perpendicular Style
6
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1536
1539
1662
1720
1749
1800
1839
1858
1903

Hatchment bearing the Royal Arms of Henry VIII erected in the church
The Bible in English appeared in Binegar Church for the first time
The Book of Common Prayer, as used today, first used at BInegar
Earliest date to which Register go back
Chancel rebuilt by Rev. Thos. Collins, Rector
Rectory enlarged
Tithes reckoned at £250 p.a. Glebe recorded as 44 acres.
Rebuilding of nave and chancel in the Decorated Style. The transept and vestry added.
Church reseated to take 130.

Source: The Parish Church of Binegar, Somerset, A F Martin Langley, editor, 1960-66.

Original features and rebuilding
What may have been the third church on the site was built around 1400 AD in the Perpendicular
Style. Today, the tower, aisle flagstones, water stoop and some of the nave masonry alone remain
of the fabric. Nevertheless, from this early 15th century church also survive the Jacobean altar table,
the octagonal font, some mural Sepulchria, the Communion Plate and three of the six tower bells.
Source: The Parish Church of Binegar, Somerset, A F Martin Langley, editor, 1960-66.
“Pointed arch behind the gallery, now closed up, indicates the early period of this building”. Source:
Phelps, 1829.
There was a tablet over the door (where?) inscribed, “This chancel was rebuilt by the Rev Thos.
Collins, Rector of this parish, 1749”. No doubt, this was disposed of along with other missing items
at the time of the Victorian rebuild in 1858. (No source)

The Tower
The height is 70’ 8” to the top of the battlements. Built on a mountain-limestone foundation, its
walls of Mendip lias are 3’ 11” thick at the base. The tower is not a perfect square, as it measures
15’ 0” at ground level from East to West, but 14’ 9” from North to South.
The carving in the centre of the western parapet represents the church’s dedication to the Holy
Trinity and portrays a seated King (The Father) holding a crucifix (The Son) and bearing a dove (The
Holy Spirit). Source: The Parish Church of Binegar, Somerset, A F Martin Langley, editor, 1960-66.

The bells
The bells were rehung in 1937 on steel frames and three new bells added. The quoted price for this
was £370 plus 6d per inscribed letter and a small, unspecified amount for the mason’s work. The
Barron Bell Trust or at least the £370 as far as I can see, paid for this after considerable effort by
WMK Warren.
The story goes that a Lady by the name of Barron founded the trust, after her husband was killed
while bell ringing, with a view to hanging more bells to hang more husbands! Source: Grenville
Reakes
Bell
Treble

Weight
3cwt 2qtr

Note
E

Cast
1937

Foundry
J Taylor

2nd
3rd

4cwt 1qtr
4cwt 2qtr

D
C

1634
1937

J Lott
J Taylor

4th

5cwt 3qtr

B

1775

W Bilbie

Inscription
WMK Warren, Rector, JH Barret & F Lambert Church
Wardens
I L Ano Domini 1634
WMK Warren, Rector, JH Barret & F Lambert Church
Wardens
William Iams, Church Warden, Wm Bilbire 1776
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Bell
5th

Weight
6cwt 2qtr

Note
A

Cast
1937

Foundry
J Taylor

Tenor

8cwt 3qtr

G

1776

W Bilbie

Inscription
WMK Warren, Rector, JH Barret & F Lambert Church
Wardens
William Iams, Church Warden, Wm Bilbie 1776

Source: The Parish Church of Binegar, Somerset, A F Martin Langley, editor, 1960-66 and Grenville
Reakes.

Holy water stoop
The 1858 rebuild preserved the stoop and set it in a recess of the vestry wall. Originally, it was in the
porch or near the door. Worshippers entering and leaving dipped their fingers in the water and
made a sign of the cross. This reminded them of their baptismal vows and the need to be cleansed
from sin. The stoop is accessible to the public on request. Source: The Parish Church of Binegar,
Somerset, A F Martin Langley, editor, 1960-66.

Font
Mrs Peart, wife of Rev Peart, did the font cover in ‘poker work’. (No source)

Communion plate
The four items of ancient plate are not kept at the church but are used annually on the Patronal
Festival (Trinity Sunday). Source: The Parish Church of Binegar, Somerset, A F Martin Langley, editor,
1960-66.
They are the Binegar Tazza, the only one in the Diocese. The cup is a Caroline imitation of the
Elizabethan pattern with the characteristic ornament. It is 71/8” high; the bowl is deep with wide lip;
the foot plainly moulded. Marks: 2 offic.; date-letter for 1637; maker’s mark worn away. Under the
foot: ‘Benagre Church, 1718’. The cover is quite plain with flange on under side. It has the same
date-letter as the cup; and unfortunately, the maker’s mark is effaced. It is inscribed: ‘Benagre’.
Of private donation are a tazza and tankard silver-gilt. The tazza is 53/4” high, with a side shallow
bowl, slender stem and small foot. Its shape is not unlike the modern shallow champagne glass. The
inside of the bole, with the stem and foot, are engraved with a straggling floral design of flowers,
acorns, etc. Marks: 2 offic.; date-letter for 1602; maker’s mark, T on W in small shield, a pellet on
either side of T. Dotted in on the bowl are the initials RGC.
The tankard is 63/8” to the lip, it has a straight-sided drum, domed lid, and bowed handle with thumb
piece; the engraved ornament is of the same character as on the tazza. There are also bands of eggand-dart ornament and cable moulding round the base of the drum. Marks: 2 offic.; date-letter for
1605; maker’s mark, the initials TH above a bugle horn in shaped punch. Inscribed: ‘Benagre
Church’. On the drum is a shield bearing: sa. a chevron engr. erm. betw. three gauntlets.1
There are also a small chalice and paten of some base metal, the inner side of the bowl and paten
being silvered over; and a pewter dish.
Source: An Inventory of Church Plate, vol XLIX (Third series, vol. IX), Part II, page 112-3.
Editor’s note: Mrs Barrington went to some lengths to discover the donor of the tazza and tankard.
There is correspondence with the Somerset Herald of Arms who was unable to identify the arms
though they resembled Robinson of Hinton Charterhouse. The Somerset County Archivist reported
that George Cooper was Prebendary of Whitchurch from 1554-1627. His brother was Sir John Cooper
1

That is, a sable (=black) shield bearing a chevron (=inverted V) of engrailed (=deckled edge) ermine (=white
with black design like stoat fur) between three gauntlets.
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and his great-nephew was Sir Anthony Ashley Cooper, 1st Earl of Shaftesbury. Sadly, the crest did
not match that on the silver. However, the tazza bears the initials RGC and GC are George Cooper’s
initials. A stone over the porch of Whitchurch Farm bears the initials GCD of 1613. RH.

The reredos tapestry
The tapestry is the work of a London man and dates from about the time of the Victorian rebuild. It
remained wrapped and unused until framed here in 1961. It is a faithful copy of The Last Supper by
Leonardo da Vinci, which is a 15th century fresco on the walls of the Convent of Santa Maria, Milan.
It depicts the announcement of the betrayal and the resulting confusion of the apostles. Source: The
Parish Church of Binegar, Somerset, A F Martin Langley, editor, 1960-66.

Farmers’ aisle
The North transept dates from 1858 but contains the Jacobean altar table. The adoption of these
seats by a former generation of church-going farmers gave this chapel its name. Source: The Parish
Church of Binegar, Somerset, A F Martin Langley, editor, 1960-66.

The organ
The two-manual electrically blown tracker organ, installed in 1894 was the first instrument built by
Griffen and Stroud of Bath. Specification:
Great
Open Diapason
Rohr Flute
Dulciana
Wald Flute

8
8
8
4

Swell
Horn Diapason
Gamba
Lieblich Gedact
Principal

8
8
8
4

Couplers
Great to Pedal
Swell to Pedal
Swell to Great
Swell to Great Octave

Pedals
Trigger
Diapason
16
Swell Pedal
Source: The Parish Church of Binegar, Somerset, A F Martin Langley, editor, 1960-66.

Ensign on war shrine
The wind-frayed White Ensign was flown by the Arctic convoy corvette HMS Honeysuckle when
taking survivors from HMS Goodall. Goodall, torpedoes off the Russian coast, was the last British
warship sunk by Germany in World War II. Source: The Parish Church of Binegar, Somerset, A F
Martin Langley, editor, 1960-66.

The living
“The living is one of the peculiars belonging to the Dean of Wells. It is in the Archdeaconry of Wells
and Deanery of Frome. It belonged to the Priory of Bradenstock and was “olim capella to Benagre”.
Willis’s Parochiali Anglicanum.
Source: History of Chilcompton, Richard Paget, 1784. Note by Mrs Barrington: Bradenstock Priory in
Wells was founded AD 1142 (7 Stephen).

Seeking Sanctuary
Before the time of King James I (1603-25), a fugitive from the law could find sanctuary in a parish
church, and could not be brought out. This had been English law from the time of King Alfred,
(famous for burning the cakes at Athelney), and perhaps before. The idea was to shelter a man from
sudden vengeance, to give him the opportunity a fair trial, and (from Norman times) the choice of
9
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leaving the country. If he chose to leave England for good, he was said to “adjure the realm”. This
involved a note to the coroner that he would leave by the route ordered and in the time allowed.
The adjurer was expected to wear sackcloth and carry a cross that he might be recognisable. If he
wandered from his route or took overlong, he was liable to be killed. So he had to travel fast and
direct.
In James I reign, “Church Sanctuary” came to an end, but a relic still survives in English law – a writ or
a summons cannot be delivered to a person in a church or churchyard.

A dwelling close by
There was a cottage in the NW corner occupied by a churchwarden or sexton. Source: Mr Dudden

In the churchyard
The grave of Henry Martin
Henry Martin, No 756, Private of the 24th (Warwickshire) Regiment was one of the defenders of
Rorke’s Drift in the Zulu War, 22-23 January 1879. He was buried with full military honours and the
cross was given by the South Wales Borderers (successors to the 24th Regiment) in 1965. Source: The
Parish Church of Binegar, Somerset, A F Martin Langley, editor, 1960-66.
The grave of Gerald Brine
Editor’s note: The following is from a section marked Miscellaneous in an unknown hand
HMS Discoverer was a commissioned escort ship taken over and armed by the Royal Navy. It was
built in 1913, 5,416 tons gross, eventually sold to Spanish ship breakers, 1935. Gerald Brine died as a
result of an accident on board while the ship was in Tilbury docks, London.
I have a note that further details are obtainable from his nephew, Mr G A Brine, 55 Pretoria Road,
Streatham, London SW16 who also possesses two maps of the Binegar area dated 1782 and 1813.

Names
Addams
This name appears on the box tomb in the churchyard. John Addams, 1602-1671 also Thomazina,
his wife, d1694.
This name appears at Chewton Mendip church as churchwarden G Addams – 1627 on bells 2 and 3.
Also exhibited there is a rubbing on one of the main beams “John Adams 1636 and Richard Hippisley,
Churchwardens”.
As there is a Hippisley buried in the Addams box tomb in Binegar (Thos. Hippisley Stokes) in 1808, it
suggests a connection with the Hippisleys. (No source)
Bovet
Bovet family, a branch of Seymours? What connection had the Bovets with Binegar? (No source)

Churchwardens’ accounts, 1675-1752
Editor’s note: In this period, parishes administered the Poor Relief Act, 1601. The Poor Law Acts date
from the decline of the monasteries and breakdown of the medieval social structure. Charity was
gradually replaced with a compulsory land tax levied at parish level. The main points of the Act were:



The “impotent poor” (those unable to work) were to be cared for in an alms-house or poorhouse
The able bodied poor were to be set to work in a House of Industry
10
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The idle poor or vagrants were to be sent to a House of Correction or even a prison
Pauper children would become apprentices

The poor might receive ‘indoor relief’ (e.g. in a poorhouse) or ‘outdoor relief’ (e.g. payments or items
of food or clothing). In Binegar, as in most places, the poor mainly received outdoor. There are
examples in the tables of the care of pauper children, apprenticeships, marriages, burials and rescue
from prison and more. What scandal happened in 1750? RH
Year
1675
1677
1678

1679

1679

1680

1681

Item/note
Paid out for sustaining Edward Landon’s family and for his freedom
Robert Ellis, Churchwarden, John Phelps, ?Overseer
Paid William Solway for having the children (of Widdow Robins) 6
wks
Paid to Goody Taylor for keeping the children, 15 weeks
Paid to the Widdow Robins being sick toward her monthly pay
Paid for a shroud for the Widdow Robins
Paid for making a grave for the Widow Robins
For a lyning garment for ye maid (or maiden) child
For a pair of bodisses
For two pairs of shooes
For two pairs of stockings
Deaths: Ailys Marshman, Geo. North, Dorothy Hippsley. Buried in
woollen only, etc.
Rents for land (?Glebe)
 Henry Parker
 Elizabeth Parker
 Robert Ellis
 William James for Cockhill
 Geo. Parker (Senior)
 John Phelps
 William Ellis
Rates (incoming)
 Henry Parker
 Widow Parker
 Wm. Hollier for Broom Close
 Robert Ellis
 William James for Cockhill
 William Ellis
Laid out for binding John Robins apprentice and for keeping him
before
Burials: Edward Lane, Thomas Snook
Rates (incoming)
 Henry Parker
 Widow Elizabeth Parker
 William James for Cockhill
 George Hollier for Broom Close
 Thomas Nevoll (Neville?)
 William Ellis
Paid for writing
Deaths: Mrs Sarah Hollier, Edward Stock, Ursula James, Mary Grant,
Widow Elizabeth Parker, Widow Angell North
11

£
3

1

6

Spending
s
d
8
5
14
10
2
2
1

0
0
6
6
0

2
1
4
1

0
4
0
8

1
2
1
1
1
1
1

3
4
8
8
10
1
6½

1
2
2
1
1
1

3
4
9
8
8
6

10

0

1
2
1
2
1
1

3
4
8
9
8
6
6
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1682

1683

1685
1686

1688
1691
1692
1693

1694

1697

1698
1699
1700

Rates (incoming)
 William James for Cockhill
 Henry Parker
 Robert Ellis
 William Ellis
 Thomas Nevoll (Neville?)
Deaths: Edward Woods, Edward Stock, Susanna Tucker, Margaret
Dando, Tobias Battle.
Deaths: Debora Bendle, Robert Bendle (sen), Mary Bendle, Mary
Bendle (jnr), Robert Bendle (jnr) Stephen Nevill, Abigail Sollway,
Mary Matthews, William Parker, Charles Battoll, John Battoll, Abigail
North, -?- Battoll.
Rates (incoming)
 Geo. Holier (?Hellier - Lord of the Manor?) for Broom Close
 Geo. Holier for Parkers
 William James for Cockhill
 Henry Parker
 Robert Ellis
 John Phelps
 William Ellis
Deaths: -?- Bath, Mary Hill, Ann Bath
Deaths: Dorothy Hollier, John Sheppard, William Ellis and his wife,
Edward Dayfords, Sarah Elliot, George Tucker.
Laid out to Maurice Lane for building of Ann Tucker’s house
Paid to Henry Snook for timber and work at Ann Tucker’s house
Deaths: Ann ?Satoy, Mary North
Deaths: George North
Churchwarden is now Henry Parker
Deaths: George Hollier, Martha Tucker
Deaths: Dorothy, Elizabeth, William, Mary and John Hippsley,
Blanche -?- Roy -?-, James ?Ellisy
Paid out to William Solway for keeping of Mary Elliott
Deaths: James Snook, Mary Robins, Edward Brown, Grace Chapmen
(or Cheeseman)
Deaths: - -?- Gullifer, Bety Stock, John Wolford, Edward Tucker, John
Lansdown
Witness to Overseer is now Henry Parker
Rates (incoming)
 Duke for Broom Close
 Humphrey Hellier for Parkers and Ellises
 Anthony Mortimer
 Henry Parker
 Rev. Sam Collins for Nevills
For thatching the Widdow Moss’s house
Paid for a grand coffon and burial for Richard Gullifor’s child
Deaths: ?Elena Huett, Richard Snook, Thomas son of Christian
Snook, Jane wife of George James
Deaths: Widdow Moss, Richard Stock, John Marshman.
Deaths: Elizabeth Parker wife of Henry Parker, Giles Lucans, William
Cross, Ann Stock
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2
2
1
1
1

9
4
8
3
8

2
18

0
0

2

0

4
7
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1701

1702
1703
1704

1705

1706
1707

1708
1710

1715
1716

1720

Deaths: -?- wife of Geo. Hollier, Gent on 9/11/1701, Catherine
daughter of Geo. Hollier,Gent was buried
19/11/1701………?springbat or ?springbal
Deaths: Richard Gullifer
Deaths: George, son of James Tucker
Paid Henry Parker 12 months and 3 weeks at 16/- a month
Henry Nevill signed the accounts
Deaths: Morris Lane, Abraham son of Lancelot Rogers, Richard
Matthews, Samuel son of Samuel Sargeant, Mary Chisman, John
Buck, Rebecca Lucans.
Churchwardens …George Tucker Junior for Parker’s Tenement and
Henry Parker Overseer
Rates (incoming)
 Geo. Hellier
 Mr Duke for Broom Close
 Mr Collins for Nevills Tenement
 Mr Humphrey Hellier for Ellis Tenement and also Parkers
Tenement
 Mr Anthony Mortimer
 Henry Parker
 John White for Addams Tenement
 John Phelps for his part in Mr Mortimer’s farm
 Mr Mortimer for Boddens
 John Phelps for Stedman’s Tenement
Deaths: William P-?-, Charles ?Ellis
Deaths: Elizabeth Matthews, -?- ?Turner, Tucker or Parker
Rates (incoming)
 Rev Collins for Parsonage, Nevills’, Parkers’ and Ellis’ Tenements
 Henry Parker
Paid John Phelps for clothing his apprentice
Paid Dr Tucker
Paid for a dozen of badger
Deaths: John North, John ?Porch
Deaths: John Fry, Richard Bendal.
Paid for 1 dozen of rede for the widow Bendel
Paid for 1 dozen and a ½ of roofen rede
Paid for 12 hundred of spikes and dolly
Paid James Tucker for work at the house
Paid James Tucker for hauling the rede from Whitchurch
Paid James Tucker for rafters for the Widdow Bendel’s house
A fine and perfect inventory of all the goods and chattels in the
house of Francis Naish, belonging to the Parish of Benigar.
A fire grate, a shift and 2 tongues and 2 pairs of hangers to turn 2
pots, four cahair, … a frying pan, a little table board, 2 little forms
one (?) pair and one (?) Carrill of (?) pewter, dishes…and belonging
to them…A…and a trunk…and tub of seven books.
John Hill (his mark) and Henry Clark (his mark)
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1720
1721
1722
1723
1727

1728
1729

1730
1731

1733
1734

1745

1750

On the reverse is 1720 William Plaister, Thomas Moor for Parkers,
Churchwardens.
Thomas Moor for Hippsley Tenement
Thomas Moor, Churchwarden
Thomas Moor, Churchwarden
John Phelps, Edward Stock, Churchwardens
Rates (incoming)
 Mr Hellier for Parkers’, Rocks’, Colliers, Nevels, Hippsley, James
 Widow Parker
 George James of Ellises
 George James for part of Cockhill
 George James for Ellises Fool (=Full?) Ground and part of
Hippsley’s Fool Ground
Expenses at Wells about ye Churchyard walls
2 blincuts (blankets) for Thos. Lansdon
For ye berrying of James Dixes child
For ye digging ye grave and ringing ye bell
For coffin and shroude for ye Widow North
For ye bread and cheese and beer at her berrying
For digging ye grave and ringing ye bell
For 3 dozen and 5 sheaves of Reeds for ye Widow Lane’s house
Paid ye thatcher for his work and for ye hauling ye holm
Paid for 15 hundred of spars @ 3 p.o. and half of (?)ain rope
For letting Tho. Lansdon’s blood, twice
For a coffin for Thos. Lansdon
For digging grave and ringing
For a -?- to have Alf. Gullifer out of Bridewell
Hellier Lord of Manor still
For a licence, ring & marriage for Grace Chisman and gave in money
Gave the (?)Colinal his fee for marriage expenses
Gave Mr Goldfinch his fee and expenses
For carrying Grace Chisman to Wells and expenses
For Grace Chisman’s examination
Gave Grace Chisman in money
Rates (incoming)
 Mr Richard Prater for his farm and Parkers’, Hippsley’s, Rock’s,
Colliers’, part of James’, part of Nevels’, Stocks.
Spent at Turner’s Court at answering Martha Ellis’ warrant before
Mr Hodges
Paid expenses going to Bedminster to enquire the certainty about
Martha Ellis’s marriage
Horse hire for same
And a copy of ye Register from Bedminster
Paid ye midwife for Martha Ellis
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1752

Paid for mending of ye stocks
7 January
Paid expense of keeping a ‘crazy person’ all night at the Inn with a
guard and going to Esquire Cox’s next day
Paid Dr Perkins for stating Foord’s case to be admitted into Bath
Hospital
16 September
Paid the expense of Great Bellied woman and two children, one
night at the Inn
Paid the same woman in money

1

0

6

6

2

6

1
1

8
6

Editor’s note: Mrs Barrington recorded the following in her notes on Parish Records. They are
accounts so included here. RH
Year

Item/note

1768
1772
1774

Jonathan Salmon is ?Parish Clerk (to 1772)
Thos. Salmon is ?Parish Clerk (to 1774)
To George Chapman for making 16 Ropes of new Road at the Beast
Fair @ 4/- a rope (22 June)
To ditto for levelling ye -?- without the gate at the Beast Fair
To Mr Parfitt for the Inn (1809-11)
To Mr Parfitt for the Inn (1813-14)
To Charles Roberts, Cockhill for the Inn
To Charles Roberts, Cockhill for the Inn
Mr Pointain, Whitchurch Farm
-?- Marchant, Cockhill, for the Inn
-?- Marchant, Cockhill, for the Inn
-?- Marchant, Cockhill, for the Inn
-?- Salmon & Wm. H S Walford (proprietors), James Langdon
(occupier) of the Bull Inn
Ditto for the Bull Inn
Ditto for the Bull Inn

1809
1813
1816
1819
1819
1821
1822
1824
1833
1834
1836

Spending
£
s
d

3

6

4
1
13
6
13
6
5
6
6
6
6

0
0
6
9
6
9
0
9
9
9
9

7
6

4½
9

Editor’s note: the following was included in a collection of papers marked miscellaneous.
Robert Smart
Robert Smart lived in Parish Property (near Old Down?).
December 1895: Council to inspect same to note need for repair.
February 1896: Tenders for repairs to be offered.
22 February 1896: Complaint made about the water supply. Would take 179 yards to bring water to
the house.
9 March 1896: Estimates received but some doubt as to the boundary. Left over till Council hear
from Church of England on the matter.
This cottage is the Gurney Slade side of railway bridge on the Shepton Mallet road now being
restored (1972) by Bill Rose.
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Coal pits
Moorwood pit
Moorwood pit was closed in 1933. Moorwood’s wheel was horizontal and not vertical – I had this
from Mr Dudden but what the importance was escapes me.

Corn Mill in Gurney Slade
Mr Athill’s article
Mr Athill, Downside School Archaeological Society, 1964 did a write up. It contained a photograph
of the Mill in 1961 from the Shepton Mallet Journal of 15 August 1961. Main points of the article:
1. Mills on the same site for centuries – probably as far back as Domesday
2. Until the early to middle 19th century, it was known as Calcott’s Mill
3. The building has a cellar and three storeys above it. The wheel, 13ft in diameter was turned
by the overshoot method, which drove 2 grindstones, at the first floor level on the outside of
the building, which could turn an external machine such as a threshing machine as required.
There was a kibbler – like a mangle. The water wheel also drove a hoist to take sacks of corn
right up to the top of the building so that corn could be put in the bins. The hoist was a
chain which ran over a pulley and down through trap doors to the bottom. The trap doors
could only open upwards so that a sack could not fall back down and there was a small hole,
just large enough for the chain.
4. Barley and maize for the cattle were ground there and Mr Gait of Pitcot Farm can remember
his father taking corn from the Mill to Edford to feed the horses, which hauled coal to
Chilcompton. Mr Oliver Gait (snr) worked the Mill until 1928.
Mrs Barrington’s notes: (1) Mill also worked by Edwin George Chappel in 1899 and 1906 – see Kelly’s
Directory. (2) Picture in Taunton Museum, 1830 Mill building probably 17th century. Then called
Calcott’s Mill - ?after the owner?

Memories of Mr Gait
Mr Gait was only 4 years old when his father, Oliver Gait, left Gurney Slade Mill. His leaving was
caused, it seems, by the operation of the Downside Waterworks using the stream above Mill. The
pool only filled at night and subsequently milling had to take place in the very early morning, about 4
00 am. As far as can be ascertained, the mill only ground barley but did kibble maize as well. The
barley was said to be so fine that cakes could be made with it. The barley came in 2¼cwt sacks to
Binegar Station and was transported to the mill, firstly by a horse and cart and later, about 1926, an
old motor van was used. The mill also operated a chaff-cutter and hoist.
Mr Gait can also remember, and may still have, the two-ended peck for chiselling out the grooves in
the millstones.
Mr Banwell, present owner of the site, sold the millstones.
There were mills also at Benter, Lower Benter, Ham and Coleford.
Tom Padfield (now in St Peters’) was the last man to deliver for the mill.
Source: 20 September 1972: Mr Gait, Pitcot Farm, Frome was son of the last worker of the Mill.
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Memories of Mr Trippick
Mr Chappel was born in Oakhill but his parents died when he was quite young and he was brought
up at Knobsbury Farm by an uncle. When he was first married, he lived at Rock House for about 2
years, before moving to the Mill in 1868, which he farmed for 40 years, retiring in his 70s in 1908 to
live in Laundry Lane, Oakhill (now Mr Townsend’s house). He is buried in Ashwick churchyard with
his wife. Mr and Mrs Chappel had three daughters and Mrs Trippick, who was one of his
granddaughters, used to stay at the Mill and lived there for a time.
The Mill
There were two millponds one leading to the other and the flow of water to the mill leat being
controlled by a sluice gate. There were two water wheels, both of metal, the smaller one being
called the ‘Pit’ wheel – both ran in pits. The larger wheel, being about 20’ in diameter (??). The
wheel high up on the outside of the building was used to hoist up the grain (barley and occasionally
kibble maize) to be ground.
The out-building nearest the stream was known as the Malt House – (why?).
There was also in the farmyard as small (one up- one down?) cottage known as Jimmy Damp’s
house. (Was there ever really a Jimmy Damp?).
There was also an orchard of which I fancy a few trees remain.
Mr Chappel employed one regular man as carter – one William Rich who lived at Moorwood, also,
when sober, Ted Perkins, an excellent worker but not to be relied on. Two horses were kept. Mr
Chappel also farmed; he had about eight cows, pigs and poultry. He also owned Tape Hill farm,
Gurney Slade.
His three daughters all married farmers, at Oakhill, Cranmore and Pilton. There was a beautiful
greenhouse in the garden behind Mill House where he grew magnificent grapes. I gather this house
is much the same now as then. The settle was there and upstairs a four-poster bed and a half
Tester.
Mrs Chappel was a Miss Sims of Radstock. They were staunch Methodists. The Mill was rented from
a Mr Welch – silk merchant of Bath (see Phelps’ History of Somerset for Welch – a local family
probably from Wells).
Source: 10 March 1973, Mr Trippick, Oakhill.

Memories of Mrs Trippick of Oakhill (grand-daughter of Mr Chappel)
Mr Chappel was born in Oakhill in 18—and was brought up at Knopsbury Farm by an uncle. He
married Miss Sims of Radstock and lived in Rock Cottage, Gurney Slade for about 2 years and then
moved to the Mill.
On retirement, he went to live at Laundry Lane in Ashwick and is buried with his wife at that church.
He was around his late 70s in age when he died (check gravestones).
He worked the Mill from 1868-1908. He had three daughters who all married farmers in Oakhill,
Cranmore and Pilton. Mrs Trippick (his daughter) can remember a four-poster and half Tester bed in
the house there was a beautiful orchard and a greenhouse in the garden with a great grape vine. He
also owned and farmed Tape Hill Farm, Gurney Slade – had about eight cows and some pigs.
There were two millponds (the larger and upper one where the sewage works are) and the Mill
ground mostly barley, maize occasionally. The wheel on the outside was for hoisting sacks.
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The building across the stream was known as the Malt House (I think this may have had something
to do with the family connection with The Fire Engine).
Jimmy Damp’s House: In the farmyard, remains just visible in Mrs Wilcox’s photo. This is probably
where the sad little story revealed by Binegar Parish Register of the death of a baby, followed only a
few months later by the father - James Damp – took place in 1841.
There was a bread oven in this cottage, where the hens laid. There were two waterwheels, both
metal, and the smaller one called the Pit Wheel (a kind of gear to start the larger one going?). I
believe these were about 12ft in diameter.
William Rich, carter, lived at Moorwood. Ted Perkins came on and off and was a good worker when
sober! The Mill usually had two horses.
Mrs Barrington’s note: Mrs Wilcox added to Mrs Trippick’s details of the Mill. She said that the mill
leat ran between the road and the Mill and the mill wheel was in the left hand side of the mill on an
interior wall. The Mill was known at one time as Calcott’s Mill. The name features in Binegar Church
Register in 1753 and 1760. ? Possibly, worth looking at the Ashwick register too?

Memories of Mrs Wilcox (daughter of last owner of Mill, Mr Oliver Gait)
Mr Gait, who was a brother to the builder at Ston Easton, took over Gurney Slade Mill in 1908 and
worked it till 1927-28 when it became unprofitable, largely owing to the operation of the Downside
Waterworks Company using the stream above him and reducing the flow of water which meant
milling had to take place in the very early morning about 4 00 am (?) meaning he could not compete
with larger milling concerns such as the Co-op who could deliver small quantities.
The mill ground barley, which came in truckloads to Binegar Station and was fetched with a dray or
trolley with one horse and pony. Oats were ground occasionally and maize was kibbled.
He farmed also on a modest scale with cows, pigs and hens, and butter was made in an old wooden
churn.
The water wheel was about 12’ in diameter. This wheel was iron, also the smaller one.
There was also a four-poster bed upstairs and the old settle, another replaced the original about 20
years ago.
The wheel on the front wall of the Mill drove the hoist and probably a saw as there was a space
below to accommodate a saw bench.
Mrs Wilcox confirms the following points that Mr Trippick mentioned:
1 There were two mill ponds, one small as a reserve
2 There were two mill wheels, one small one called the ‘pit’ wheel though both ran in pits. Both
were iron wheels. The pit wheel was probably a gear wheel.
3 ‘Jimmy Damp’s cottage’ was still there in Mrs Wilcox’s day. Her father kept chickens there and she
can recall hens laying in the bread oven.
4 A Steed had three daughters.
5 Mill wheel was on the left hand side of the interior wall of the Mill building, facing it.
Mr Oliver Gait played the organ at evening service in the Chapel. Mrs Wilcox took the Sunday School
and the preacher came to dinner every Sunday. The children played cricket on the road outside the
house (no traffic then!!)
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Crock’s Bottom
The Selway family were the last people in Crock’s Bottom who left in 1910 and lived in the house
nearest Marchant’s Hill viaduct.

Last people living at Crock’s Bottom
1. Jimmy Dunford and his sister Charlotte, whose chickens used to roost in the settle in the house –
they also had a donkey and lived in Church Lane.
2. Bartholomew Bishop
3. Sperin who has a garden, a triangular plot at the bottom of Binegar Poor Land and Crock’s
Bottom Lane. The Selways used to plough this ground for him.
4. Emily Milburn – still alive (1974) and lives in the council houses at Chilcompton past Crockett’s
Garage.
5. Attwood – known as ole tail-lamp
6. Ford – Shepton Mallet Illustrated Magazines, vols 1-5, 1883, January 12 daughter born to George
Ford, Crock’s Bottom, Binegar.

Binegar tithe maps, 160, 160a
Abraham Gould claims by copy dated 11 May 1814, two cottages or dwelling houses with the
gardens lying behind same and one other garden plot lying near thereto at a place called Crock’s
Bottom, formerly in possession of Isaac Lane, afterwards of Betty Lane and since of Susannah Lane
Source: copyhold
1848

Selways in Crock’s Bottom

1850

Targelts in Crock’s Bottom

Watercress beds
Taken over in 1910 by Golledge of Chilcompton who had the water piped under Church Lane and
taken down the side of the hedge to the beds. The water presumably came from Emborough Pool
and was carried in the ditch beside the lane in Crock’s Bottom (? Did this at one time go straight
across the lane to the water?)
Mr J Selway said: there used to be a footbridge over this ditch to their house and due to hunting
operations to get foxes out these gradually fell in. The place is now marked by nettles.
Mr Atthill says the watercress beds are marked on the Chilcompton parish tithe map, 1841 (yes, they
are).
Mr Patch of Nitts Farm, Chilcompton, who now owns Crock’s Bottom, suggested that the long pool
there was to serve for watering cattle in summer droughts as the water is divided between
Watertop Farm and Blackers Hill Farm.

A mill at Crock’s Bottom?
This theory is tantalizingly evasive. It has been mooted that there were two mills in Chilcompton,
one at the Church and the other in Crock’s Bottom. Certainly, there seems to be some form of dam
or building just below the watercress beds and another still further down. Whether this was just a
dam or the remains of an old mill is now impossible to say but Mr Patch suggests trying Bath Estate
Office papers around 1840-60.
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The Farm (smallholding) adjoining Gurney Slade Mill House was known as Penny Mill Farm (where
was the Mill, and why ‘penny’?) This has now been demolished by Mr Perry who has built a large
residence just above the site of Penny Mill Farm.
24 August 1974: Mr Atthill has supplied from his notes on Chilcompton – from Bath Estate Records –
that in 1734 it was called Cock’s Bottom and 1784 it was called Crock’s Bottom.

22 August 1974
1280: John Crul who brought a writ of entry against the Master of the Hospital of St John of Bruges
about a tenement in Stoni Strattone does not proceed, therefore he and his pledges for proceeding
are in mercy, namely Silvester di Hille of Walinton and Nicholas de Cockhill of Benhangra.
Source: Somerset Records Society, vol 44, part 1

28 October 1976
I have now checked this fact and the watercress are very clearly marked on this tithe map of
Chilcompton and must have been well used then and maintained, judging by the clean outline. Is it
that the houses that the Selways lived in (which are not shown on this map) were built after 1841 for
workers in the beds and the good road and ditch were for transport and to carry the water from
Emborough Pond?

Penny’s Mill, Crock’s Bottom
This has now been demolished (1975). It was a charming smallholding with house and buildings. I
have been able to trace only three owners, which are as follows: 1841 – Henry Chard; 1875 – Lake
Chard; 1906 – Mrs Grace Padfield.
This is marked on Chilcompton’s tithe map. It was situated behind Gurney Slade Mill House garden.

Blackers Hill
At the entrance to Crock’s Bottom from the Gurney Slade corn mill end, about 50 yards along the
track on the right-hand side, is a tunnel into the hillside, now overgrown and badly filled up. I was
told by a local man that he had been a long way up it; presumably, this was a trial tunnel in search of
coal? What date? Was this what was much earlier known as Fairy Slatts? See Mines of Mendip.

Blacker
(Presumably of Blacker’s Hill Farm and of Binegar Parish) left 40 interest from to go to bread for poor
of Chilcompton, c1681 now merged with the Wenet Charity in Chilcompton.
From information supplied by David Strawbridge, William Stocker (of Chilcompton) May 8 1669
Instructions for disposing of his estate “to his son, John Stocker, estate at Blacker’s Hill and Stock Hill
and his books”.
It would appear from this that Blacker’s Hill was already in the Stockers’ possession by 1669. So
when did James Blacker die and when was the charity bearing his name started?

History of Chilcompton, Richard Paget, 1784
1784: Crock’s Bottom: Written on a map of Blacker’s Hill: “this stream is supplied by the several
streams which rise near Crock’s Bottom houses under the Down. Crock’s Bottom, perhaps Crux
Bottom or Croke’s or Crook’s Bottom – Quere”.
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Farms
Turner’s Court Farm
This is possibly the oldest farm in Binegar (if strictly in Emborough Parish) and belonged for many
years to the Hippisley family but was sold off around 1926, I believe. It could possibly have been the
Mr Martin (1973) said there were worn freestone steps up to the cheese room and that there was a
small room with very thick iron bars over the window – probably a cell (this overlooked the yard and
is now a loo, I think). Also that there is a date stone at the bottom of the window nearest to the
front door – he said ‘1300’ but this I think most unlikely and have heard elsewhere that the date is
1634. There is also reputed to be a crest on the corner of the house.
1750: “Spent at Turner’s Court…” – see churchwarden’s accounts from the parish records, proving
that this Court was used as such at that date. Also, see Commander Williams write up, 1976.
Roof tiles are said to be all pegged with wooden pegs.
Round window in conservatory wall from inside.
In Farmer Martin’s time, he put up “tap lines” in his field on Binegar Fair Day to which horses and
ponies etc. could be tethered at 1/- a day. Mrs Martin cooked hams in the copper for guests at fair
time. Martins also owned the field on which Dalleston houses are built. This was his plough ground,
which was sold, to Shepton Mallet RDC at £100 per acre in ? 1927.
John James, who owned the farm before Martin, used to fetch water in drought times from Gurney
Slade spring otherwise they used only rain water (? I wonder).
Editor’s note: The following paragraph is from a section marked Miscellaneous in an unknown hand:
Contains ancient courtroom with circular staircase. Last known occupants – Crockets, Hawkins,
James, Westward and Ponting. Formerly part of the Hippisley estate and sold in about 1920. The
family have no records whatsoever of its past, but Mr Collis, County Archivist at Taunton, has the
Hippisley manuscripts and has catalogued them back to the 13th century. I left Binegar before I could
follow this up.
Tenants and owners
1873:
Theoliphus John Ponting
1875:
Ditto
1891:
George Ponting
1899:
Frank Weston – tenant
1906:
John James – tenant
1926:
John James – bought from Hippisleys
1935:
Stanley George Martin
1950:
-?- Hawkins
Witch Barn
This now belongs to the Crocketts but at one time it went with Turner’s Court Farm. There is a long
strip of ground behind Weaver’s Farm called Little Witch.

Weaver’s Farm
Notes from the deeds
The first mention of this property is in 1719, of a “cottage with three gardens, stable and
appurtenances”, granted on a 99 year lease, to be farmed by “Nicholas Parker of Emborough, lead
miner and his heirs”.
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This is mentioned when Lord Clinton of Devon evidently bought the property from the Hippisleys. In
1739, George North Weaver, a tailor of Chewton Mendip, bought it from Lord Clinton, the property
having been previously in the tenure of Thomas Weaver, carpenter – the land included “some
common feeding pasture and some part of the forest or common of Mendip” (as there is mention of
this and also of property at Croscombe, it seems possible that the Clinton property was being sold
and that Weaver, as son of a sitting tenant, had the opportunity to buy). In order, one assumes, to
obtain the purchase money, G N Weaver arranged a joint mortgage with William Walker of Harptree
for “Pitt House within the parish of Emborough heretofore in the tenure of William North and then
in the tenure of Thos. Weaver, rent 6/-“.
George Edghill, carrier, of Emborough was evidently a descendent of Nicholas Parker and when, in
1742, John Bath of “Whitnoll” wanted to purchase the land, he had to pay Edghill £12.0.0. By 1743,
Walker and Weaver were mortgaged to John Bath. In 1745, G N Weaver, yeoman, and his wife
Elizabeth, sold to Bath about 24 acres for £60.0.0 It appears this John Bath died in 1753.
After a gap of 66 years, in 1829, one Thos. Bath bequeathed Weaver’s to his nephew, Robert Bath.
The farm at that date was occupied by Thos. Bath, John Frapple, Richard James and Sam. Elinman.
He also gave and bequeathed to his faithful servant Charity Derrick, the sum of £200 (see tithe map
for Derrick Charity).
As it would appear this Thos. Bath was a man
of fair means, it seems reasonable to
suppose, from the style of the house, that he
was responsible for the present building.
There is a map dated 1822 of the house and
property, but nothing at all to give any firm
date. This is pure supposition on my part.
1833: Robert Bath was mortgaged to
Phippen of Bristol plus the two fields behind
the corn store for the sum of £500.
1834: an indenture between Robert Bath and
John Frappell of Emborough – shopkeeper –
rent £24.0.0. Term – 14 years.
1850: Bath sold to John Frappell, corn dealer.
1865: John Frappel rented to Theophilus
Ponting, also a corn dealer. Ponting was a
nephew of John Frappell’s wife and lived
with John Frappell.
1876: conveyance by John Frappel to Theo. J Ponting.
1877: mortgage, Ponting to Mrs Emma Frappell.
1900: conveyance Rev. T J Ponting to Seward and Elizabeth Perry
Later: Perry to Wood, Wood to Howes, Howes to ? 1975.
Source: These notes were compiled from the deeds, which were kindly made available by the Vendor,
Miss Howes and her solicitor, on the sale of the farm in 1975.
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Notes about Lord Clinton
Lord Clinton of the Fortesque family. Sir John Fortesque, Lord Chancellor to Henry VI in 1395
married Isabella, heiress of John James of Norton St Philip. Issue in later years, Hugh Fortesque – his
children were John, Robert and Arthur. Robert, the heir, married Elizabeth Horner, daughter of John
Horner. He (? Robert) was born in 1617 and died in 1677. He bought off his father-in-law, John
Horner, the property in Holcombe possessed by the said John Horner.
Having no children, he left this property to his brother Arthur of Penwarne in Cornwall who died in
1693.
He was succeeded by his son, Hugh Fortesque, of Filleigh, Devon, who sat in Parliament all through
the reign of William III. He died in 1719 and was succeeded by his son Hugh, made first Baron
Clinton, then Baron Fortesque then Earl Clinton by George II.
This nobleman changed the name of the family seat from FIlleigh to Castle Hill. He was born in 1695
and died in 1751.
He obtained the ancient barony of Clinton by its being called out of abeyance by a writ of summons
to him as 14th Baron, in the light of his mother, Bridgit Boscawen, only child of Lady Mary Clinton,
youngest daughter of Theophilus, 12th Baron Clinton and 4th Earl of Lincoln. He was a Lord of the
Bedchamber to George I and KCB (Knight Commander of the Bath) and Lord Lieutenant of Devon.
He sold his property at Croscombe and Holcombe having no children to succeed to the title. The
Holcombe property, which was all concentrated in his hands, was bought in 1734 by W H Salmon,
originally of Stratton and Chilcompton.



1719 Weaver’s Farm acquired by Lord Clinton from Hippisley.
1739 Weaver’s Farm sold off by Lord Clinton.

Source: Extracted from records by Spade and ?Terrier by Wickham.
Owners and tenants
1770:
John Weaver, mentioned in parish records, ?buried.
1811-1911:
?Seward and Elizabeth Perry who owned The George and did a milk round are said
to have owned this farm for 100 years.
1900-1901:
Listed as William Ponting.
1911-33:
Wood
1933:
Frank Howes.
1967:
Miss Howes (1973 – part of the house and all farmland now rented to Dennis
Foxwell). Miss Howes said there was a spinning wheel in the house when they took
possession.
Witch Barn
This now belongs to the Crocketts but at one time it went with Turner’s Court Farm. There is a long
strip of ground behind Weaver’s Farm called Little Witch.

Church Farm
Date stone dated 1660 found by Emery.
Said to have been two houses at one time.
Tenants and owners
--?--:
Wyndham Perry (b1828, d1908)
1899:
James Perry
1901:
Ditto
1906:
Charles Champion
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1935:
1952:
1968:
1977:

Charles Flower (wife, nee Wood, living with her sister on Shepton Hill, Gurney Slade.
Both going strong 1973).
Mervyn Emery
Bought by Dr B Skinner as a private residence
Bought by Robert and Sarah Tilbury

Whitnell Farm
I know little about this farm and have not so far visited it. It was sold in 1976 by the retiring owner,
Mr Dennett, in four lots – some to Arthur Hill of Haydon, Wells Road and some to Ken Rich of
Whitnell Farm, Wells Road, Binegar. The house and remainder of land (I think) too.
The deeds of the property date from 1908 only. The sale in 1976 fetched a total of £93,500.

Whitnell Farms
Emborough

Binegar

Binegar

James Bown, 1906-35

William James, 1875, 1899,
1906

Herbert Watts, 1906

Albert Reakes farmed Whitnell Farm between 1891 and 1901.

Whitchurch Farm
1819:
Mr Ponting, rent £6.15.0d.
1873:
William Moody, tenant.
1875:
Charles Moody
1899:
Charles Moody
1900:
Aubrey Reakes
1906:
Aubrey Reakes
1923:
E H Reakes & Sons (Stan and Reg)
197?
Ken Osborne
Mrs Barrington’s sketches of date stones

Marchant’s Hill Farm
1875:
1899:
1901:
1906:
1923
1935
1943
1973

George James
George and Philip James
George and Philip James
Mrs Hannah James
Charles Selway
Charles Selway
Arthur Shorey
Douglas Flower
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Interview with Mr Jack Selway
The brothers George and Philip James lived and farmed what is now Bill Gould’s farm about 100
years ago (c1872). Their sister, Miss James, owned this till 1920 when it was sold to one Padfield (of
Bath) for £870 who held it until 1930. It was then sold to Seward Perry and then to Arthur Shorey.
The James: brothers George and Philip (Philip’s Well), sister Miss James, also Hannah James = Wood
(brother to Mr Gait); Sam James – killed in 1914-18 War; and Lucy = Brine, also killed in 1914-18
War.
One of the old James used to go to church wearing one of the old smocks.
Interview with Mr George James, Oakhill
George and Philip James – Gould’s House for 100 years. Miss James sold in 1920 for £870 for 10
years to 1930 then to Seward Perry then to Arthur Shorey. Hannah James married Wood (brother to
Mr Gait). Sam James killed in 1914. Lucy James married Brine also killed in 1914.
1910-42 – Charles Selway who died in 1943.
Right of way to Crock’s Bottom only. All the Selways were born there. Farm rebuilt in 1923 for
£1,200 by Gait of Ston Easton. It was thatched and a cheese farm. Tom Towell owned the farm
before Selway and -?- James (? Lucy) married Tom Towell.
Dennis of Westbury put up the cow stall.
Parson Meade farmed to Green Ore.
“IGE 1730” water tank in Arthur’s field, name of Ellis for three fields. This land was farmed by Chard
of Stone Edge Farm. Targelt at Portway Bridge – Arthur’s field.
Arthur Shorey’s Farm
Editor’s note: we believe the following to refer to Marchant’s Hill Farm despite Mrs. Barrington’s
heading. RH/JAS
All the Selway family were born and lived in Crock’s Bottom. Their father, Charles Selway, moved to
the present site (then an old thatched house, with the front door facing onto the road) in 1910 and
lived and farmed there till his death in 1943.
The farm was rebuilt in 1923 for £1,210 by Gait of Ston Easton. Cheese was made here at one time
as the trap in the ceiling to the cheese room over the living room testifies (now sealed).
Tom Towell owned the farm before Charles Selway.
A female James (? which one and what relation?) married Tom Towell, the date stone of the original
house was replaced in the new addition and is readily seen from the road: IGE 1730 (possibly Ellis?).
Three fields (recently made into one) were called Ellis. (Check when map (A Shorey) is available).
The land on either side was farmed by Chard of Stone Edge Farm.
Dennis of Westbury put up the cow stalls and stable and remarkable good work too (? date).

Hollow Hole Farm
1859
1875
1883
1900
1902
1923

John James
John Wood
Mark Wood (assistant overseer)
Arthur Stone
Arthur Stone
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1935
196?

Arthur Stone
David Stone

Wintertop Farm
“CP” carved on doorway - ?Chilcompton Parish?
1875
1899
1900
1906
1923
1926

William Kerton
James Hopes
George Moon
George Moon
George Moon
Bill Cottle

Knobbsbury or Nobbsbury Farm
1899
1906
1923
1935

Alfred Chappell
John Williams
Frank Lambert
Frank Lambert

Shores Hill Farm
1899
1923
1935
1975

James Cottle
Harry Pearson
Reg Pearson
Perry (of Morris & Perry) – but Mr Pearson still lives there.

Stone Edge Farm
1923
1927
1952
1973
1977

Henry Chard
Alfred Emery
Mervyn Emery (died 1973)
Patrick Emery
Richard Emery (house and a few acres only)

Cockhill Farm
The present building was put up in the early years of this century (C20th). The previous farmhouse is
said to be where the farm buildings are now. Part of Elizabethan (?) house said to be in farm
buildings.
1935
1970s
1990

George Moon & Son. A Moon left there as the last tenant in 1966 since when the
house has been unoccupied but in
Bought by Jack Shorey whose daughter (named Hawkins) now lives there.
Owned by ARC

Penny Mill Farm
1841

Blackers Hill Farm
In 1977, I visited this farm about six weeks ago (August) as it is temporarily unoccupied owing to
repairs. I could only see the outside, which appears to be a fine 17th century house on an L-plan.
Possibly earlier in origin as there is a good, plain Tudor door on the ?west side. It was rented and
farmed by the James family for many years, latterly by Mrs Mary James who was succeeded by two
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maiden daughters, Annie and Emma, who farmed it with the help of two nephews, Gilbert and
Charlie Spencer, who finished farming there in 1935.
Blackers family and Blackers Hill Farm
When did James Blacker die? And when was the charity bearing his name started?
1669: Blackers Hill was already in Stocker possession since it was bequeathed to John, the son of
William Stocker.
C1681: The £40 left by James Blacker, interest from which was to provide bread for the poor of
Chilcompton was already merged with the Werret Charity.
Clutton RD, Chilcompton, Blackers Hill Farm ST 635 502
An isolated farmhouse on the edge of the hill fort of Blackers Hill, rubble built with a tiled roof with a
number of ovolo moulded stone mullioned windows.
Externally, the house can be seen to be of three parts, a tall NE-SW block of originally two rooms and
a range of originally three rooms aligned NW-SE, the room nearest the taller block having a higher
roofline, showing evidence of raising.
Using the room letters on the plan:
Room A has a fine depressed, four-centred fireplace with incised spandrels.
Room B has an inserted fireplace, partially masking a blocked door. Both rooms have beams with a
shallow chamfer and runout stops.
Room C has a framed ceiling with very heavy beams having deep chamfers and no stops. The
fireplace has a flat head and a heavy wooden bressummer above which is a moulded dentilated
timber filling the space between bressummer and beams. Between rooms B and C is a mass of
rather rough masonry with no apparent purpose. The rubble here is built using clay and mortar.
Cross passage D has depressed four centred doorways with a plain chamfer.
Room E, formerly two rooms and now divided by an irregular partition. It has a fireplace with a
chamfered stone head with rounded corners, plain chamfered beside which on one side is a small
recess of uncertain purpose with a depressed four centred head and plain chamfers. On the other
side is a much larger area with a blocked opening towards the fire at ground level, the opening
originally about 2 foot square, this suggests that although the space has been altered above the
ground floor and the window can be seen in the NW wall at first floor level, this was originally a
bacon curing chamber. The beams have small chamfers and small step and runout stops.
On the first floor, there is a fine depressed four-centred fireplace in the room over room C, this has
incised spandrels in which are carved blank shields and a moulding which consists of an ogee and a
reserved chamfer, a type not common on windows in Somerset and rare on fireplaces.
Until recently, there was no first floor access between the areas over A, B and C, D, E.
The roof structures above A, B and D, E are similar with mortise and tenon jointed apex, trapped
ridge and in-line tenoned purlins. Much replacement can be seen in A and B.
The roof above C is not accessible but on the first floor two heavy purlins can be seen and there are
obviously no trusses. The quality of the masonry in the roof space at the back of the fireplace and
chimney of room C show that this to have originally been an external wall.
The earliest part of this house must be room C and the detail of the upper fireplace suggests a date
of around 1600 if this is an original feature. The dentilated detail above the lower fireplace and the
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near 3-foot thick walls suggest that the upper fireplace is not original but an insertion, even so, the
house here is probably not earlier than mid-16th century.
The massive masonry between A, B and C perhaps indicates although the masonry of A, B is in part
of similar thickness to C which might indicate the incorporation of earlier fabric into a 17th century
reconstruction.
The cross passage and below (physically below as the land slopes this way) is of much thinner
masonry and is typical 17th century work, perhaps later 17th century to judge from the beams.
The unusual plan of the house is the result of the addition in the 17th century, all the windows date
from this time and are part of the new building or insertions into the old, this rebuilding created a
three-unit, cross passage house (albeit a rather unusual one in the position of the hall) at the NW
end.
It seems likely that although part of the same remodelling the NE-SW block was a separate building,
the lack of access on first floor and slight curve in the wall in room B which continues right up into
the roof space and strongly suggests a stair (perhaps destroyed when the door was pierced between
B and C?) both add weight to this possibility.
If this is so, here is a 16th century building of unknown shape and size, altered in the 17th century to
form a unit house for two families, the larger a three room and cross passage house, the smaller a
two room dwelling.
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Source: Blackers Hill Farm, Chilcompton, R G Gilson, December 1977
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Fuller’s earth
This was mined (? I think) behind Mrs Hill’s house opposite Noble’s house in Gurney Slade, also at
Emborough Quarry and also behind the Corn Stores at Binegar.

Glebe land
1634
Names of landlords whose ground adjoined Glebe. On the west, a land belonging to the widow
James and on the east, a land belonging to Richard Tucker, and on the east, a land belonging to
Leonard (?)White, and on the east land belonging to Roger Ellis and land belonging to William Ellis
and widow James and William Elliott and George James and George Phelps.
Either the above or the one below was extracted from Somerset & Dorset Notes and Queries, vol 13,
page 125 (via David Strawbridge, 8/1977).

10 February 1659
Note on terrier etc. …the Third part of the Lamas Tythes and also the Tenth Sheefe of two
pockies of the sayd Tenement when yt is come, whch pockies conteyn by estimacion, seven
acres and lue the reare unto the ground of one Leonard White next neighbour on the East p’te
unto the sayd Henry Vagg

Houses
Bennett’s Lane
At the far end from Binegar Green on the site (or thereabouts) where Mrs May now lives, dwelt one
Annie Elson, in one of two old cottages. She was probably slightly eccentric, sold sweets, used to
dress up in a sheet and scare people passing and also made and sold sweets. Also used to stretch a
string across the lane between two holly trees, which, I fancy, are still there.

Binegar Green and Spindle Cottage
Dates from c1640, it now belongs to Alban and Angela Bunting, 1973.
This was occupied around 1880 by one Young, grandfather to Miss Reeves of Oakhill who owns a
sampler worked by her mother, a daughter of this Young, which after the alphabet and numbers
signed it as “Mary Jane Young – Binegar School 1880”.
The house at that time was still one (though subsequently turned into two cottages) and Mr Young a
Drover for Ponting who was a corn merchant (?where did he live or farm) and used to drive with a
dog and four horses as far away as High Wycombe, Bucks which return journey took the best part of
a week. His wife came from Wiltshire to look after the children of the Rector, Rev. William Meade
and subsequently became the village midwife.
I have heard that this house may have been licensed as a “Bush” house during the Fair that was held
at Binegar. (Mr R Atthill thinks this may be so.)
On the Hippisley estate map (?)1764, what is now called the Green was named as The Fair Place.
Upstairs partition walls are made of wattle and daub – A Bunting has exposed a piece of this.
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Binegar Green - Corn Stores
About 1907, the premises were a Fullers Earth works owned by a Mr Barber and had been for some
years. Soon after this date, Barber closed down and the premises were acquired for chaff cutting by
a Mr Pearce.
Farmers brought their own hay, etc. but the main market was for the pit ponies. After 3 years, the
premises were taken over by the Somerset & South Wales Dairy Co. as a milk-cooling store, which
acted as a distribution centre. The S&SW was later taken over by United Dairies who modernised
the equipment.
It is thought the next owner was a Mr Pollock who had a tailoring business. He was followed by after
possible private ownership by Mr E Wareham who founded his garage there before taking over the
smithy in Gurney Slade.
During the 1914-18 War, the property was used as a prisoner-of-war camp and at this time the
courtyard was entirely roofed over and had an upper floor. It housed 50 crew of the Bleucher, a
German armed cruiser. (For details of action, see Parish Magazine March 1968 and November
1967). See Weaver’s Farm for possible earlier use.
Barton who was a potter at Emborough quarry also lived there.

Binegar Lane – First cottage on left up Binegar Lane by bus stop to Wells
Was once Peggy Hill’s. Frank Wareham once lived here, subsequently butcher Thorner and there
was a small slaughterhouse in the yard outside – now, I think, a garage. Sammy Mann also lodged
here.

Dalleston
Built by C Dalley, c1927.

End house, Post Office block and the Matthews
The end house in the PO Block was built be Seward Perry. Harry Matthews lived there and had the
quarry opposite (now Massey & Wilcox Lorry Park). He later built the bungalow opposite
Flowerstone and his son Jack Matthews built the house in Tellis Lane where he now lives (1976).

Fairfield Cottage
Emmanuel Selway worked in quarry (? Reads) in the Rev Peart’s time (1906-16) and lived in this
cottage. He moved in 1918 and went to Turnpike Cottage, Emborough.
This cottage appears to have been used by grooms and gardeners serving the Rectory and was
anyway on Glebe Land (I think).
1935 William Williams, roadman lived there.
1839-41: See Tythe map Farnham Flower, owner, let to Charles Porch – presumably, this was not
Glebe property at this date.
This cottage was sold c1970 (? probably earlier), agents were Palmers of Bridgwater. Owner at time
of sale was Hiscock, Dorset?
I am writing on behalf of my parents, Mr and Mrs Selway, that lived in the Binegar Fair Ground
cottage for 50 years. My mother rented under 4 clergy: Rev Meade 1851-93, Rev Bull 1893-1906
(Manx), Rev Peart 1906-17, Rev Cunningham 1917-29.
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Six of her children were born in the little cottage. I myself was baptised in Binegar Church and
was married there in 1932 when I grew up. I sang in the choir also my eldest and youngest
brother, my father loved his church and used to go twice every Sunday. Also she belonged to
the Mother’s Union. My parents used to do all the catering for Binegar Fair, selling plates of
ham and cups of tea. It used to be a great day.
We all went to Binegar School and teached under Mrs Wood.
I was very pleased to read the book by the Women’s Institute. It brought back lovely memories
to me. I hope these few things which I have written about will interest you.
Thanking you, yours sincerely, Mrs K Morgan, 106 Hillside Avenue, Midsomer Norton (undated)

Flowerstone
Built by Albert Flower (son of Francis) in 1931 as an investment.

High Banks
Owners: Leslie Brown of the Post Office, a dentist, Mr Thomas Fricker, Mr Peter Manders

House above and behind Gurney Slade Mill House
Now in occupation of Jordans, this was built in 1914 by Padfield who also built, in 1933, the house
where Collins are now. 1990: Dr S Rye now lives here.

Jubilee Houses
These well-built houses were erected by the Ecclesiastical Commissioners to celebrate Queen
Victoria’s Jubilee, 1897.
Mr Len Emery
Mr Coley

Mr Reynolds
Mrs Mears

Mr E Wareham
Mr B? Wareham

Mrs Britten
Mrs ?Cox

Kings Lane
1817 On the first OS map of this date, there is a dwelling shown in the corner where Kings Lane joins
Portway Lane. There is a distinct line of dark soil running from the road up to the corner of the
wood, which could belong to either this dwelling or the one above, i.e. Targelts (or Targetts)
Targelts were relatives of Selways and had a house or dwelling in the hollow now in the corner of A
Shorey’s last field down Portway Lane and the garden ran down to Portway Bridge.

Marchant’s Hill House
1839-41 Anne Price (date of Tithe map) or ?Pierce.
1961 Selway bought this house to 1966.
1966 Barrington WE and MD.
First deeds 1847. This property was vested in the Church Commissioners on the death of the
Prebend of Whitchurch. No title to property other than the above for the previous 30 years.

Old Gore Cottage, Emborough
ST 621 516, unlisted
A small house of 2 storeys and 2 roomed plan with nearly central entrance direct into the larger
room; this has a gable fireplace to the rear side of which are spiral stairs, which have been
modified when a one-and-a-half storey lean-to was added; they now open into this from which
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access is gained to the first floor of the house. The smaller room was probably originally
unheated although the two gable stacks appear similar externally. All the ceiling beams on both
floors have scroll stops to plain chamfers. The roof has tie beam trusses and in-line tenoned
purlins. The date is probably mid-17th century.
Source: E H D Williams, 9 July 1976

Old Post Office, Marchant’s Hill
Mr Colbourn thinks this is older than the other two neighbouring ones.

School House (originally Boarden House)
(The name suggests that this was at one time a wood or timber framed building.)
The ground on which this cottage and the school now stand was acquired by the Parish Board of
Guardians in 1818 from John Cleward. On this land, stood a cottage called Boarden House and a
large dwelling, Parker’s Tenement which had been divided into five cottages – (built, I imagine,
originally by the Henry Parker of the 17th century who lived at Church Farm). This was reconditioned
by the Board of Guardians about 1850. Fire broke out in Parker’s Tenement and four dwellings were
completely gutted and remained in ruins until the Rev Meade and churchwardens of Binegar
acquired the site for a church school in 1856.
After some delay, the school opened in 1862. It is probable that Boarden House was converted to
the School House at about this time (1856?). I understand this was carried out by George Tucker.
About 90 years ago (1885), the remains of the alms-houses were still visible. Mr Mears, who was a
staunch church man and his wife also and worked on the railway, was told by the Rev Meade of
Binegar that, if they could between them, renovate Boarden House, they could live there with their
family. This was carried out and the flagstones were brought from the old alms houses, laid in the
kitchen of the house where they still are (as far as I know).
There appears to have been some deed of gift from Rev Meade to either Mr Mears or his wife and
family as the widow was allowed to remain there till her death, about 30 years ago, c 1945. It is said
that had a daughter not mislaid this document, members of the family could still be living there now.
Mr Mears died early, leaving a widow and six young children. Miss Hawkins of Bowden Hill,
Chilcompton, who was about the third child, can remember taking the baby across to the school in a
laundry basket and putting it by the fire till the Headmistress, Miss Wood, told her to go over home
and make the baby’s bottle and bring it back. This is because her mother was out to work.
Subsequently, the widow took in a lodger, one Snook, who she later married and child of this
marriage was Violet Snook – now Mrs D Thorner.
Miss Hawkins tells me that the children were responsible for cleaning both the school and the
church and that their mother would inspect what they had done every day. At the age of 13, she,
Miss Hawkins, went out to service in South Wales.
1856 – Boarden House, formerly built by George Tucker with 1 yard of land – therefore part of
Parker’s Tenement, which property was afterwards divided into and formed 5 cottages – part of
which were lately destroyed by fire but previously used for the reception of the poor.
Glebe plots: 321, 322, 329, 329a. See the Tithe map for these. When did these cease to be Glebe
lands?
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Portway Lane
1841 There were two buildings in what is now D Flower’s field adjoining A Shorey’s opposite Casa
Piedra. One building was evidently a farm dwelling. The other could have been a cottage or
outbuilding. Tangelts are said to have been the inhabitants.

Portway Lane, Mr Foxwell’s House
This is next to the water tank. Built in 1910. Mr Charlie Mears watched from the roof of his house
(in the course of building) the Territorial Camp manoeuvres in the corner field of Turner’s Court
Farm (by railway).
1990: This has been in possession of Mrs Osborne for some years now.

Rock Cottages
Built: 1844. 1976 present owner -?- James, Oakhill. Tenant: George Wood.

Rose Cottage, Grunters Lane, Gurney Slade












26 Oct 1788: William Stock, baker of Ashwick Parish, Gurney Slade, sold the cottage to
William Dando, Inn Holder of Gurney Slade for £33, witnessed by J A White and John Bowles.
1866: Mary Salmon and others to Mr Thomas Lambert.
26 Mar 1877: At this time it was evidently owned by Mrs Sarah Davis of Ashwick (and some
adjoining property) and one called Phillips and others were mortgaged to Mrs Davis.
22 Oct 1894: By a will of this date, Mrs Sarah Davis, who was in occupation at that time, left
the property to Sarah Denman Bown, now Harris of Stockhill (1976).
25 Oct 1921: Mrs Harris to Mr J Doman for £250 (Mr Doman of Manor Farm, Ston Easton.
The tenant was Mr Jones.)
1932: J Doman willed the cottage to his daughter, Laura Eveline Doman.
1 Sep 1941: J Doman died at South Hayes, Ston Easton.
25 Mar 1941: Assignment L E Doman to George Moon or Wood.
6 Jul 1957: Wood to Wilcox, value £3,500.
1 Jan 1966: H I Wilcox to D V H Massey and H I Wilcox.
1975: Massey and Wilcox to M Robertson, £4,000.

Thatched cottage in village photos
Entry 1: This stood where the slaughterhouse now is and was occupied by Alfie Webb ?father of Mrs
Queenie Britain. Mrs Webb was a dressmaker and apprenticed to Mrs Hobbs, probably the
blacksmith’s wife.
Entry 2: This stood where the slaughterhouse now is in the butcher’s yard. The wood behind was
called Mead’s Wood, presumably belonging to Parson Mead.
Mr Thomas Webb lived there and their daughter married Mr J Williams who was Queenie Britten’s
mother. Mr Williams features in the photos of wooden trucks at Flatsheets.

Three attached cottages, end on to main road nearly opposite Salisbury Terrace
1977: The first of those 3 cottages (now in possession of Mr Mallon) has been dated as c1720 by Mr
Schofield of Bristol and I think one can assume a similar date for the other two. It has a barrelvaulted chamber beneath and level with the road, also a small square chamber (approx. 6’x6’) which
was only revealed during building operations and which contained stalagmites and stalactites some
1’-1’6” long. The larger chamber was almost certainly a stable and the other no doubt used for
storage. The roof was a good 2’ thick and served for the floor of the cottage built above.
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The second cottage (1977 in possession of Mr & Mrs Bianco) has the domed cellar running from
front to back of the cottage and a similar cellar used by the third cottage, which is built on top of it
runs adjoining and parallel to Bianco’s.
For greater detail see attached letter from Kenneth Hudson, who kindly visited this site.
It would be interesting to find out date of the quarry - started presumably pre-1720 and no doubt
used to provide road stone for the parish roads and hence the fact that there has been a tradition of
cracking and storing road stone in the lay-by opposite Salisbury Terrace adjoining the main road.
23 February 1977
Dear Mrs Barrington,
Thank you for a most interesting tour last Friday. I thought it might be helpful to put my
digested thoughts on paper for you, and these are:
1 These vaulted chambers are all domestic storage-places of one kind or another. Those
immediately fronting on to the road may possibly have been used for a stable; the others were
simply for coal, wood, food and drink.
2 The houses were built on made-up ground after the quarry face had been worked well back
from the road. The whole of what was the floor of the quarry is now one vast waste-tip.
3 In a stone area, and with stone so close at hand and so cheap, as it was here, is was natural to
build everything possible of stone. What might elsewhere have been a wooden shed or an
outhouse is here, perfectly understandably, a stone cellar.
4 The houses and their gardens were built as quarry rubbish accumulated, and the levels are
consequently very complicated. Space was precious, at least to begin with, and so buildings
were put on top of one another, instead of side-by-side, as they might have been elsewhere.
I hope this helps. Let me know if you have any other problems at any time.
Source: Kenneth Hudson, 18 Lansdown Crescent, Bath BA1 5EX.

Woodbine Cottage
Mrs Kitching’s house, Woodbine Cottage, has a “striking stone” on the back corner in Binegar Lane.

Woodside Terrace
Built in 1908 by Baker Appleby as an investment.

Methodist Chapel
Built in 1860, closed in 1960.
Sold for a short while for commercial purposes, now, 1972, converted to a dwelling house and
recently occupied (February 1972).
Who built it and who were the Ministers?
Mr Gait of Gurney Slade Mill used to have the Minister to lunch after service on Sundays. His
daughter, Kathleen, (now Mrs Wilcox of Midsomer Norton) took Sunday School. Mr Gait played the
organ (a harmonium).
Mr Richmond (PO) and Miss Garland played the organ. Mr Garland took services. Mr White
(wheelwright) attended and was a keen Methodist.
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The Miss Reynolds attended three times on a Sunday.
There was a gallery.

Names
Tillace Lane, 1828 as shown in the (?) Churchwardens’ Accounts.

Wallwyn
Wallwyn was the name of a respectable proprietor in this parish (Holcombe) and the indefatigable
steward of the Manor of Kilmersdon from 1647 onward. A William Wallwyn also is mentioned in
Lord Hylton’s History of the latter parish as deputy steward in 1600, residing in a house, probably
Walton Farm, which was sufficiently large to entertain his Lord’s visitors when they came to hold
their courts.
A field called Whitcombe Mead is also called Wallwyn’s in this parish.
A Thomas Wallwyn was escheator of Somerset in 1387.
The name has been corrupted into Wallin.
Baldwyn is a corresponding Norman name.
See Binegar History, photo of George and Charlotte Wallwin.

Parish Register
From registers kept in the County Records Office, Taunton
Year

Date

Surname

Name

1605
1605
1605
1608
1608
1608
1611
1611
1611
1616
1616
1616
1619
1619
1619
1619
1619
1619

01-05
01-09
01-10

Storke
Webb
-?James
Sheppard
James
Ellis
Watkins
James
Bendel
Ellis
Marshman
Cole
Ellis
Lane
Marshman
Watkins
Ellis

Robert
Robert
-?-?-?Edward
-?-?-?-?-?-?-?-?-?-?-?William

01-02

27-07

Event
Marriage
Marriage
Marriage
Baptism
Baptism
Marriage
Baptism
Baptism
Marriage
-?-?-?-?-?-?-?-?Marriage
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Age

Spouse

Father

Jane
Elina James
Joeine Burnett

Brigitt Bo-?-

Jane Feare

Mother
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Year

Date

Surname

Name

1620
1621
1621
1621
1622
1622
1622
1622
1622
1622
1623
1623
1623
1623
1623
1629
1630
1630
1634
1634
1634
1636
1636
1636
1637
1663
1663
1663
1663
1663
1663
1666
1666
1666
1666
1666
1666
1667
1667
1667
1667
1667
1667
1667

25-06

Alford
Ellis
Hippisley
Steadman
Ellis
Witchfields
Hippisley
Marshman
Ellis
Ellis
Harding
Hippisley
Lane
Phelps
Tucker

John
-?-?-?Blanche M
Anne
John
Tomas
Maria
John
-?-?-?-?-?-

Marriage
-?-?-?Baptism
Baptism
Baptism
Baptism
Burial
Burial
-?-?-?-?-?-

Goodbanner
Galiard
Ellis
Phelps
Tucker
Weaver
James
Ellis
Tucker
Ellis
Gullifer
Mortimer
Solway
Tucker
Bendel
Marchant
Mortimer
Tucker
Watkins
Dally
Matthews
Bendel
James
Marsham
Hollier
Parnell
Storke
Storke

John
John
-?-?Charles
William
Edward
Mary
James
-?-?-?-?-?Adam
Edward
-?Richard
-?-?-?-?-?-?-?-?-?-?-

Baptism
Burial
Baptism
Baptism
Baptism
Baptism
Burial
Burial
Baptism
Baptism
Baptism
Baptism
Burial
Burial
Marriage
Burial
Burial
Burial
Burial
Marriage
Marriage
Baptism
Baptism
Baptism
Burial
Burial
Burial
Burial

04-03
25-04
29-08
13-10
07-03
20-05

08-10
03-10
27-04
27-04
27-04
25-04
03-06
20-09
25-04

04-01
20-11

01-04
01-06

Event
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Age

Spouse

Father

Mother

Susannah

William
John
Richard
John
William
William

Richard
William

Anne
Eleanor

Richard

Anne

William Ellis

-?-

? Marshman
? Wotton
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Year
1667
1667
1667
1667
1667
1749
1749
1750
1750
1750
1750
1750
1750
1750
1750
1750
1750
1750
1753
1753
1753
1753
1753
1753
1753
1753
1753
1753
1753
1753
1753
1753
1753
1753
1753
1753
1754
1754
1754
1754
1754
1754
1754

Date

03-06

23-04
01-11
06-01
04-02
24-02
09-06
21-10
21-10
09-01
20-01
14-10
01-01
07-04
18-02
15-04
03-06
07-10
04-11
04-11
04-11
18-11
30-12
26-03
16-05
03-09
19-02
05-03
23-04
16-08
24-09
09-10
27-01
10-02
07-04
04-08
08-09
19-03
02-04

Surname

Name

Event

Tucker
Tucker
Matthews
Lorne
Wharton
Taylor
Pearce
Nicklaus
Chapman
James
Heale
Ellis
Ellis
Pearce
Carter
Snook
Nicklaus
Heale
Barr
Nicholas
Thorn
Gould
Huish
Snook
Thorn
Esmont
Chard
James
Ellis
Hippesley
Banger
Berriman
Browning
York
?Wellin
Davies
Clare
WarrenWalker
Batt
Dicks
Selway
Moore
Young

R
W
W
-?Lancelot
Joseph
Elizabeth
Francis
Edward
Hannah
Mary
Mary
Ann
James
Mary
Robert
Francis
Elisha
William
Thomas
Mary
?Sander
Ann
Hannah
William
William
Richard
George
Child
Edward
John
Thomas
James
Stephen
John
Roger
Benjamin

Burial
Burial
Marriage
Marriage
Marriage
Baptism
Baptism
Baptism
Baptism
Baptism
Baptism
Baptism
Baptism
Burial
Burial
Burial
Marriage
Marriage
Baptism
Baptism
Baptism
Baptism
Baptism
Baptism
Baptism
Baptism
Baptism
Burial
Burial
Burial
Marriage
Marriage
Marriage
Marriage
Marriage
Marriage
Baptism

Mary
Betty
Thomas
Sarah
Mary
Dorothy

Baptism
Baptism
Baptism
Baptism
Burial
Burial
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Age

Spouse

Father

Elizabeth Chagnell
-?-Tucker
Joanne Shos-?Richard
William
Francis
George
Thomas
Elisha
Robt jnr
Robt jnr
Samuel

Mother

Hester
Mary
Susannah
?Goody
Hannah
Ann
Hester
Hester
Elizabeth

Susannah Perry
Ann Perry

Robert
Betty Kelson
Grace Calcot
Mary James
Mary Green
Joanna Frappel
Catherine Biggs

James

Susannah
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Year

Date

Surname

Name

Event

1754
1754
1754
1754
1754
1754
1754
1754
1755
1755
1755
1755
1755
1755
1755
1755
1755
1755
1755
1755
1755
1755
1755
1755
1755
1755
1756

09-04
30-04
09-06
21-10
05-11
23-09
01-10
21-11
02-03
25-05
08-06
29-06
06-07
26-10
02-11
07-02
10-03
16-03
17-03
15-04
17-04
07-05
12-08
08-10
28-10
12-11
01-03

Rogers
Hippisley
Gould
Bendel
Chapman
Hill
Thorn
Gayte
Huish
Thorn
Thorn
Snook
Thorn
Nicholas
Burr
Stock
Snook
Gayte
Clement
Snook
Snook
Thorn
James
Snook
Chapman
Davies
Gaytes

Lancelot
Margaret
Ann
Jane
William
Henry
James
John
Henry
Betty
Martha
John
Ann
William
Esther
Edward
Henry
Esther
Abraham
Amy
Jane
William
George
Samuel
Ann
Katherine
James

Burial
Burial
Burial
Burial
Burial
Marriage
Marriage
Marriage
Baptism
Baptism
Baptism
Baptism
Baptism
Baptism
Baptism
Burial
Burial
Burial
Burial
Burial
Burial
Burial
Burial
Burial
Burial
Burial
Baptism

1756
1756
1756
1756
1756
1756
1756
1756
1756
1756
1756
1756
1757
1757
1757
1757

01-08
01-08
26-09
21-10
28-11
12-12
01-01
06-02
04-06
13-06
06-09
14-11
13-02
10-10
23-10
30-10

Basiban
Snook
Coent
Bath
Kingston
Brewer
Snook
Pearce
Perry
Brewer
Gayte
Clements
Thorn
Chapman
Burr
Perry

James
James
Grace
Robert
Sarah
Hester
Priscilla
Winifred
Edward
Richard
Hester
James
William
Edward
Esther
Edward

Baptism
Baptism
Baptism
Baptism
Baptism
Baptism
Burial
Burial
Burial
Burial
Burial
Burial
Baptism
Baptism
Baptism
Baptism
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Age

Spouse

Father

Mother

Grace Coent
Mary Pearce
Mary Snook

Elenor
Clements
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Year

Date

Surname

Name

1757
1757
1757
1757
1757
1758
1758
1758
1758
1758
1758
1758
1758
1758
1758
1760
1760
1760
1760
1760
1760
1760
1760
1760
1760
1760
1803
1805
1807
1810
1810
1816
1816
1816
1816
1816
1816
1816
1816
1816
1816
1816
1816
1816

18-12
08-06
09-07
11-11
25-12
22-01
29-01
31-01
26-03
28-03
22-10
05-11
15-11
06-11
22-11
29-01
29-03
02-08
01-01
03-01
29-01
07-10
01-12
23-12
24-12
29-12

Thorn
Hobbs
Huish
Tucker
Browning
Dix
Nicholas
Bathe
Ellis
Basibon
Bath
Robert
Thorn
James
North
Hippsley
Thorn
Dindar
C-?Hobbs
James
Thorn
Chapman
Book
Burr
Calcott
Bovet
Day
Marchant
James
Selway
Burton
Chard
Cleward
Coles
Cox
Dix
James
Padfield
Parsons
Pearce
Spering
Target
Thorn

Sarah
Jane
Jane
Elizabeth
James
Hannah
Mary
Ann
Robert
Ann
Ann
Francis
Mary
John
George
William
John
Ann
Mary
Edward
Richard
William
Edward
James
Jane
Joan
Frances
Solomon
Thomas
William
John
-?-?-?-?-?-?-?-?-?-?-?Samuel
-?-

30-09
09-07

Event
Baptism
Burial
Burial
Burial
Burial
Baptism
Baptism
Baptism
Baptism
Baptism
Baptism
Baptism
Baptism
Burial
Burial
Baptism
Baptism
Baptism
Burial
Burial
Burial
Burial
Burial
Burial
Burial
Burial
Burial
Burial
Marriage
Baptism
Marriage
Baptism
Baptism
Baptism
Baptism
Baptism
Baptism
Baptism
Baptism
Baptism
Baptism
Baptism
Baptism
Baptism
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Age

Spouse

Father

Mother

James

Susannah

100yr
Mary Parfitt
Richard
Martha Heal

John

Mary

Hannah
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Year

Date

1816
1816
1816
1816
1816
1816
1816
1816
1816
1816
1816

Surname

Name

Thorn
Allen
Cleward
Cleward
Heale
Hiscox
James
Perry
Sheppard
Target
Thorn

-?-?-?-?-?-?W
Susannah
-?-?-?-

Event

Age

Baptism
Burial
Burial
Burial
Burial
Burial
Burial
Burial
Burial
Burial
Burial

22yr
5mths
25 yrs
17 yrs
10 yrs
18mths
20mths
9mths
22mths
79 yrs

Spouse

Father

Mother

Post Office and Post Masters
1859 Source: Bristol Post Office Directory and Gazeteer, Somerset
Post Office
John Brown, receiver
Grocer and draper
Ditto
Tailor
Ditto
1875
Shopkeeper
1906
Shopkeeper
? C Heal pre 1907

James Brown
James Brown – sub-Post Master

1906-50
Shopkeeper

Charles Herbert Richmond, Post Office

1950-66
Shopkeeper

-?- Howell and Post Office

1966
Shopkeeper
Followed by:

-?- Dickens and Post Office
Shaw, Paul Watson and Cottee

Post Office
The first Post Office was situated in the centre of Gurney Slade where Underhill now is and adjacent
to the footpath from A37 to Binegar Lane. It was a private house owned (or rented?) by John Brown,
then called “Receiver” who evidently had a general village shop as well as the Post Office.
BY 1875, John Brown had been succeeded by his son, James who was still there as a sub-Post Master
in 1906. Later, the premises with a shop added served as a bakery and was subsequently bought by
the Co-op, and was demolished in 1968-9 to make was for Underhill.
After James Brown, the business was continued in Salisbury Terrace by Mr Richmond who later
acquired and moved to the present site where he continued till 1950.
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The Post Office business then moved to Mr Williams at the Pumping Station, Gurney Slade Bottom
and fairly soon afterwards to Miss Jones at “The Old Post Office”, Marchant’s Hill.
It returned to the present site in 1950 under Mr Howell who sold it in 1966 to the present owners,
Mr & Mrs B Dickens.
The photo of the first Post Office in Gurney Slade is said to show Mr & Mrs James Brown and son,
John Brown.

Postal round
Date? With a horse and vehicle.
Left Biggs in Radstock at 5 30 am and went to Ston Easton, Emborough, Gurney Slade, Oakhill,
Stratton and back to Radstock. The driver was Frank Fuller. This round was repeated again at 8 30
pm.

The Pound
The Pound, Gurney Slade
This was situated on Marchant’s Hill, about opposite “The Old Post Office”. Mr Len Emery can
remember it as a boy, now partially filled in but the outline can still be seen, how long did it exist?
I think it is on the tithe map – Yes, it is!
The adjoining field is known as Pound Ground.

Pubs and publicans
Landlords and Publicans of Gurney Slade and Binegar
The Bull Inn
1768-74

Jonathan & Thomas Salmon, proprietor and occupier
(JS was possibly Parish Clerk)

George and Bull £7.0.0d.
Source: 1773-74: An assessment on the inhabitants and occupiers of lands in the tithing of
Whitchurch from Michaelmas 1773 to Michaelmas 1774.
1791-98
1809-11
1813-14
1816
1819
1821
1822
1824
1832
1833
1834
1836

Vestry meeting in Bull
Mr Parfitt for the Inn 13/6d
Mr Parfitt for the Inn 6/9d
Charles Roberts, Cockhill for the Inn 13/6d
Charles Roberts, Cockhill for the Inn 6/9d
-?- Marchant of Cockhill for the Inn 6/9d
-?- Marchant of Cockhill for the Inn 6/9d
-?- Marchant of Cockhill for the Inn 6/9d
-?- Salmon, prop. and occupier 6/9d
W Salmon, proprietor and J Longman, tenant 6/9d
W Salmon, proprietor and J Longman, tenant 7/4 ½ d
Bull Inn and garden rise in rent
J Longman 7/4 ½ d
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1841
Last vestry meeting held in The Bull Inn, subsequently in the School
(Source: Churchwardens’ accounts) but where was the School?
1859
George Gaite, also blacksmith
Mr Dudden can remember as a young man talking to an old man in the village who had helped to
pull down the old building, which, he said, had walls five-foot thick and was of three storeys, with
stabling behind.
Most older people in the village can remember “The Bull Tree” which must have stood in front of the
building, adjoining the road and is visible in some of the photos of the village.
The first mention I can find of the Inn is an “assessment on the inhabitants” for Michaelmas 1773-74
in which the George and Bull Inns were assessed at £7.0.0d.
Then follow statements of rent and names of landlords and for tenants from 1809-31 followed by
various mentions in Parish Council records*. In 1797, it was called The Bull and Compass Inn.
It would appear that the Bull and George Inns existed concurrently for some years and that there
were possibly family connections between the two establishments. I have been told that the last
licensee of The Bull, which had only a temporary licence, got into debt with the brewers, who
withdrew the licence which was not renewed and the licensee (? a Perry) moved over the road to
The George. The Perry family are said to have held the licence for The George for over 100 years.
*Source: Parish Council Record, 1902, p3, 1789 and 1791

The Horse & Jockey Inn
1814
1817-24
1842
1875
1899-1911
1911 or 12
1913-57
1957
1975

Charles Roberts, Binegar, innkeeper (? Jockey)
George Avery, Binegar, innkeeper (? Jockey)
Gyles Gillson, Binegar, publican (? Jockey)
Mrs Mary Ann Colbourn, beer retailer
W Colbourn (died 1911-12)
-?- Chard for a short period
H J Carter, manager, (Western Counties Public House Trust).
William Wells (Mrs Wells sister to Edwin Wareham)
Jack Wareham (Nephew of Edwin Wareham)
Pub sold to J Wareham by Courage on retirement of B Wells

Mr Carter told me that the Horse & Jockey was much used (?before 1914-17 War) at one time by the
gentry who used to bring their horses and grooms and themselves to Binegar Station from as far
away as Aldershot, Taunton and Salisbury. The grooms travelled with the horses in the horseboxes,
which were put back in the station sidings, and there were as many as 23 horses tethered at one
time in the field opposite the Jockey for grooming. Mr Carter (snr) had been in “gentleman’s
service” and used to make tea for the “company” and bran mash for the horses.
The Horse & Jockey was much in evidence during Binegar Fair and much used by gypsies who came
from all over the country and from Ireland. The main gypsy were there too – Loveridge, Penfold,
Parfitt and Smith.
A considerable amount of horse dealing went on in the lane outside among gypsies, and there was
much step dancing to the music of squeezeboxes and the police were on duty outside. The Fair
continued throughout the War and the last on took place in 1955 and was discontinued because the
licence was not applied for the next year. The police would not renew it subsequently.
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Mrs Ada Colbourn’s adopted daughter married Mr Chard of Stone Edge Farm who subsequently
moved to Luton and moved his entire farm – live and dead stock – by train from Binegar, which was
quite an event in those days.
After Mr & Mrs Colbourn died, the Chards had the Jockey for a short period under the Church
Commissioners. This must have been around 1911-13.

The George
1773-4: The George and Bull Inns assessed at £7.0.0d, it seems for lack of further evidence that the
two inns existed concurrently, The George, however, survived to the present time while it seems
probably The Bull ceased to function in the mid-late 19th century.
1780
1784
1788
1798
1823
1832
1833-36
1841
1859
1861-75
1862
1883-97
1902-10
1906-44
1944-47
1947-64
1964

John Chard, tax 6/11d
John Chard, tax 6/11d
John Chard, tax 6/11d
Abraham House (or Huish), tax 7/George Heal, tax 5/John Clark, Ashwick, publican (? George)
James Longman, innkeeper (? George)
George Heal, Gurney Slade, publican (? George)
Edward Perry, Gurney Slade, George
Edward Perry
William Stock, Gurney Slade ?George
Mrs Mary Elizabeth Perry
Mrs Harriet Pearce
Seward Perry
-?- Harvey
-?- Rice
The old inn was considerably altered and modernised by Courage, the brewer.

Editor’s note: the following is from a note in the section marked miscellaneous in an unknown hand
The original (age not known) was unfortunately pulled down and rebuilt about 25 years ago. For 100
years, it was in the possession of the Perry family, the last landlords being a brother and sister,
Seward and Elizabeth Perry. They also owned Weaver’s Farm and retailed milk. Miss Elizabeth Perry
was a regular worshiper and church benefactor, she objected to women in public houses and
women customers were very rare at the George prior to the last war.
An old photo is in the possession of Mrs Rice showing the original inn with donkey coal carts
standing outside. The Perrys were succeeded by Mr Harvey who carried out the rebuilding. Mr
(now deceased) and Mrs Rice followed Mr Harvey in April 1947.

The Old Down Inn
Editor’s note: The following is from a section marked Miscellaneous and in an unknown hand
Age of original building unknown, wholly or partly with present Georgian façade about 1800, soon
after the mail coach service began on the turnpike road from Bath to Wells (toll house still standing
on this road).
The Old Down Inn was the only inn marked on the map of England on the first issue (1840) of
Bradshaw’s Railway Guide.
A 200-year-old painting of the original inn can be seen in Bristol museum. Remains of an earlier
range of buildings used to be behind the inn, perhaps still are.
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Quarries
Dalley’s Quarry, Cockhill 1908-32
Dalley went bankrupt. See photo of old steam cart – drivers of the two carts were Bill Tapscoff and
V Stoke.
Overhead trucks from quarry to Moorwood siding on railway line. Mr Dalley lived in Casa Piedra,
Portway Lane. The overhead railway was purchased from the New Hit at Emborough by Dalley,
1919-20.
Dalley’s steam carts
There were two of these, Stanley Engineering Co did the repairs for Dalley which maybe where the
photo was taken. They took the stone to Binegar Station, carrying 5 tons each.

Read’s Quarry, behind Salisbury Terrace, c1899-1952
Editor’s note: some of the following is from miscellaneous notes in an unknown different hand, which
refers to the quarry as Binegar Quarry and spells the name as Reed.
Founded 1901 by Mr Reed (snr) remembered by some present villagers as a white-bearded old
gentleman. His two sons took over after his death.
They had a crusher with a bridge over the main road (A37) to carry stone from the quarry (opposite
Salisbury Terrace) for crushing and stone then went on railway?
See Parish Magazine, May and July 1965, scene at Read’s Quarry and ?outing, ?date. There are
several photos of groups of men who worked there.
Salisbury Terrace was built by Read’s for their workmen either c1906 or 1912 – probably 1906. It
was named after the home town of Mr Read’s family.
In 1927, a narrow-gauge tramway and bridge were built at the S end of Salisbury Terrace, to take
stone from the small quarry across the main road to the crusher near the railway sidings near the
main quarry. There was also a tub-tramway to flat sheets, which was above and behind Mr Grenville
Reake’s bungalow (The Galleons). Read’s Quarry was said to be the first on Mendip to used
compressed air for drilling in 1930. Stone went by rail to several counties in the S of England.
The remains of the crushing plant are visible still also part of a round limekiln and the base of a very
tall, now demolished chimney.
A so-called “Coffee Pot” was used for making steam for drilling – later a gas engine powered by
anthracite made the compressed air. These were about 1930.
Neville House, home of the late Mr R Gill, Quarry Manager, was built in 1910 on the site of a ruined
farmhouse.
The Quarry closed in 1950 when the lease and property were liquidated by Road Reconstruction Ltd.,
the present owners.

Emborough Quarry
There was mined- (1) Fuller’s earth, (2) Ochre, (3) Calamine, (4) Clays, (5) Stone.
At one time, 160 men were employed at Emborough. One Barton, who made chimney pots,
flowerpots etc. worked at Emborough and lived at the Corn Stores, Binegar. He was, I understand,
quite a talented potter.
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Calamine
Found at Emborough Quarry, found at Binegar behind the Corn Store, found at Marchant’s Hill in the
Parish of Binegar, 1798 (see Billingsley). Mr Jennings thinks this may be in the fields behind
Wintertop Farm.
“At Marchant’s Hill, in the Parish of Binegar, several tons were raised some years ago. It was of very
good quality and more would have been landed had not an influx of water put a stop to the works”
(Where was this?)
Source: Billingsley Review, 1798.
1909

Managing Director: C F King.

1909 William F Bird, Architect and Surveyor of Midsomer Norton was evidently a Director of
Emborough Quarry.
1913

Terms arranged with Mr King for supply of water to limestone quarry.

1913 In a letter about water rates, there is a mention of a water agreement between the above
quarry and Shepton District Council, in July 1913, for water in connection with their quartzite quarry
(Wells Road and Emborough Pond). At the date of this letter, the quartzite quarry had ceased to
operate.
1981

The quarry was extended beyond the railway line.

1921 Called Emborough Stone Co Ltd, manufacturers of bituminous Macadam and Tar Paving,
Managing Director: F P Hillier.
1965

The weighbridge was installed c1965 at the sidings.

1966 The quarry closed. It had been worked to its limits and also the Somerset & Dorset Railway
closed in that year.

Gurney Slade Quarry (now Morris & Perry)
Gurney Slade Quarry was opened in the 1920s by Francis Flower’s Lime works, which adjoined it, for
the sole purpose of providing stone for lime burning. It changed hands several times over the years
and was purchased in 1962 by Messrs Morris & Perry. (See letter from Quarry Manager in village
history references consulted – for further details of present state of the quarry).

Highcroft Quarry, Matthews & Son, 1923-69
Henry Matthews first started quarrying quartzite across Gurney Slade Bottom from Steed’s. This
was all hand quarrying. The site is now planted with fir trees. He later wanted to buy Kingdown
Field from Seward Perry, but he could not make up his mind whether to sell it or not, so H Matthews
in the end bought the present site from R Snook who lived at Roemead Farm and owned that land at
that time. This was 1923. The quarry closed as far as J Matthews was concerned in 1969 but he
leased it to Hobbs who made Macadam there (1974). This was closed in late 1975 or 76.
At one time Matthews quarried quartzite across the stream from Steed’s Iron works.
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The Lime works, Gurney Slade
These were started in 1873 by Francis Flower and were worked by Flowers until till 1926 when it was
sold to Foster Yeoman who closed it down in 1947. They were opened again in 1951 by Willmott. In
1974, 40 people were employed. There are four modernised kilns. The lime is used for bricks and
they supply Beacon Hill Brick Co, Poole. At the present time, no hydrated lime is produced and filler
for top surfacing is brought in. The stone comes from Morris & Perry.
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Francis Flower 1
Francis Flower lived in Dinnick’s House (Lilac Cottage) and died c1909. His father, Thomas Flower,
came from Chew Magna and lived in Miss Gertie Evans cottage, Gurney Slade and made edge tools
at Steed’s
Francis Flower was a mason and worked at the Mendip Hospital for some time before starting the
Lime works. Albert Flower, Francis’s son, built one of the new wings in the School and Flowerstone
in 1931 and the two houses up Shepton Hill where Mr Gait and Mr Dudden’s daughter now live. He
drank quite a bit.
The photographs show the early days when the lime was hauled by horse and cart. The stables were
opposite Salisbury Terrace on the A37 where there were fodder stores and a chaff cutter.
The burnt lime was hauled to Binegar Station by a horse and cart where there was a ramp for the
horse and cart to go up. (? also, sheets to cover rail trucks – see Somerset & Dorset railway write
up).
Francis Flower 2
1873: Francis Flower who lived in Lilac Cottage, Gurney Slade, started the Lime Works in Gurney
Slade. Mr Dowling (see photograph) worked for him and the stables were across the road from
Salisbury Terrace, where the remains of the chaff-house and cutter still remain.
Francis Flower’s father made edge tools at Steed’s and came from Chew Magna and lived in Miss
Evans’ cottage.
Charles Flower was a booking clerk at Bath Station before he took over Church Farm.
Francis Flower was a mason and worked at the Mendip Hospital for some time before starting the
Lime Works.
Albert Flower, his son, put one of the new wings on the school.

Railways
Somerset & Dorset Railway
Extracts from the Somerset & Dorset Railway by Robin Atthill
Moorewood Signal Box was the last box to be built on the Somerset & Dorset line. It was
opened in 1914 to replace the ground frame worked by a key from Binegar, which controlled the
Old Down siding. This was on the up side and had been opened in 1901 to serve the Emborough
quarries, which had begun to develop the site of an earlier brick, and tile works where Fuller’s
earth and ochre had also been obtained.
In the course of time, three large stone-crushing plants were built here, while on the down-side,
an aerial ropeway brought more stone from Clement Dalley’s quarry at Cockhill. There was also
a 2ft gauge tramway, worked by diminutive 0-6-0 tanks, which off-loaded coal into main-line
wagons from Moorewood Colliery in the Nettlebridge Valley. Both those workings terminated
about 1930 but the down sidings continued to be used for storing wagons and the signal box
remained open for one shift a day to work the Emborough stone traffic until 21 June 1965.
Between Moorewood and Binegar, the line climbed again at 1-in-67 over a viaduct, past the
huge quarries scooped out of the hillsides. Even on railway property, there were signs of
quarrying, as James Clark, walking the unfinished line in 1873 had noticed a bed of fine mountain
limestone near Gurney Slade, and extra land had been acquired to work it. At Binegar too, there
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were Read’s stone sidings, with limekilns and crushing plants fed by an aerial ropeway from the
quarries at Gurney Slade. There was also a large stone shed in the down yard belonging to the
Oakhill Brewery, whose famous stout was brought to Binegar by a 2ft 6in gauge railway worked
by 0-4-0 tank locomotives called Oakhill and Mendip. This little line, opened in 1904, operated
until the First World War from the effects of which the stout trade never recovered and the rails
were taken up in 1921.
Until 1914, Binegar must have been a busy enough little station by day and by night too, for the
signal box worked round the clock dealing with the bankers off up and down freights all through
the night. Bankers on down trains picked up the banking engine staff marked ‘Masbury Summit’
from the tablet-exchanging apparatus, and having seen the rear brakevan pass over the summit,
returned to Binegar on the wrong line.
Binegar also boasted what was perhaps the oldest piece of equipment still in regular use on the
S&D – a station hand bell that once belonged to the Somerset Central Railway. Between 1959
and 1966, calf traffic for Scotland was dealt with here, and one of the banking engine turns from
Radstock involved ‘doing the Binegar calf’, i.e. attaching the vans to the read of an up afternoon
train.
Source: pages 96-7
Snowstorm, which started on Monday March 9th 1891 and continued until the early hours of
Wednesday 11th March. No passenger or goods trains ran on the Tuesday except on the Wells
branch and two trains from Bridgwater to Templecombe and back; even here only one set of
carriages was available, the rest of the stock being snowed up at various points of the line.
On the main line, a local service operated between Bath and Binegar but a through service was only
resumed between Bath and Templecombe late on Wednesday evening.
The heaviest drifting was near Shepton Mallet. A down goods was buried to the top of the engine
funnel for 24 hours at Cannard’s Grave, while an up goods was also fast in another drift neat Bath
Road viaduct on the single section to Binegar. The latter was eventually released by a breakdown
train from Bath but got stuck again in fresh drifts, which were cleared only with the help of gangs of
contractors’ men engaged at the time on the doubling of this section of the main line. North of
Winsor Hill tunnel, there was now a drift three-quarters of a mile long and from nine to fifteen feet
deep. The line to Binegar was not cleared until 6 00 pm on Wednesday to allow the up goods which
had left Evercreech Junction at 9 35 pm on Monday to complete its journey to Bath. There
operations were under the direct control of Superintendent Dykes who had left Bath with a
snowplough at 1 30 am on Tuesday and completed the last four miles of his journey on foot through
the blizzard to reach the stranded train.
The bare facts of the narrative do scant justice to the physical hardship and danger involved, and to
the extraordinary courage and devotion to duty shown by all grades of S&D railwaymen in their
efforts to keep the line open and trains running.
These qualities emerged again in the arctic winter of 1962-3 among the train crews, the permanent
way gangs and men like District Inspector Mann and Stationmaster Down of Binegar who were on
duty alternately for 12 hours at a time in charge of the prolonged struggle with lasted for eight days,
before the line was at last reopened to through traffic.
Source: pages 130-33
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Beer and bitter line
From Oakhill Brewery to Binegar Station, built in 1904 to transport the stout in place of the traction
engines, which churned up Binegar Lane and were a constant source of concern to the Parish and
involved much to and fro with the Brewery. ? Duration of the line? ? I assume stout was conveyed
by horse and wagon prior to the steam engines?
The Oakhill Brewery had its own sheds at Binegar Station.
Mr Derrick of Gurney Slade used to drive the B&B Line and Mr Colbourne (snr) was the linesman.
There is a photo of the little loco “Mendip” in the Parish Magazine of March 1965.

Binegar Station Masters
1875
1883
1901
1906
1923

Charles Townsend
Nathaniel Meech
George Norman
Alfred Dowolney
Ambrose Norris

Rectors, Prebendaries and Lords of the Manor
Rectors
Editor’s note: Mrs Barrington’s list is below. The website Clergy of the Church of England Database
at http://db.theclergydatabase.org.uk/jsp/locations/index.jsp?locUnitKey=4702 has compiled a
similar list from 1540 -1835.
Year

Appointment

1297
1323
1324
1401

29 Dec

1409
1428
1432
1434
1442
1450
1453
1469
1478
1503/4
1508
1513
1525
1545
1580
1610

18 Jun
13 May
4 Sep
18 Jul
3 Apr
27 Sep
5 Jan
28 Jun
23 Apr
11 Mar
18 Sep
3 Mar
15 Mar
15 Apr
11 May
22 Apr

Rector

Comments

Roger de Cruk
Thomas?
Walt. de Hulle
John de Carlos
BLACK DEATH
John Blew LLD
Stephen Payn
John Marschall
Rog. Bradeway
Tho. Derby
John Jolyf
John Bryan
Ric. Simplinhull or Suggenhyll
Tho. Been
Joh. Baker
Tho. Richardson
Simon Everdon
Will. Beynley
Joh. Able BA
Joh. Deane or Dunne or Dune
Joh. Gregnye
Hen. Russel
Peter Moore
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Sir

Resigned

Sir
Sir
Sir

Resigned

Sir
Sir
Sir
Sir

Resigned
Resigned
Resigned
Died
Died
Died
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Year

Appointment

1619

25 Oct

1666
Year

8 Oct
Appointment

1696
1723
1727
1732
1753
1757
1786
1814
1816
1841
1843
1847
1851
1893
1906
1917
1929
1945
1949
1956
1960
1969
1975

14 Apr
28 Nov
22 Dec
24 Jan
24 Jan
Oct
Mar
Dec
14 Apr
14 Apr
Jan
May
8 May
28 Apr
1 Jan
19 Nov
28 Jun

May

Rector

Comments

Anton Mortimer
COMMONWEALTH?
Lancelot Wharton
Rector

Comments

Sam. Collins
Sam. Moreton
Jac. Creed
Theo. Collins
John Hamnett
Henry Harris
James Tuson
Thos. Wodehouse
J L Gooch
James Mules
George Chambers
Wm. Bud Bushby
Wm. Meade
Benjamin Ball
FIddian Edward Peart
Julian J Cunningham MA
William Meade Lang Warren
William Chas. Smith
Robert James Cox
William H Greening
Alfred F Martin Langley
Gordon Ridley
Dudley Edwards

Year

Curate in charge
Curate in charge

To 1955
To 1959
To 1966

Prebendaries
Editor’s note: Mrs Barrington does not list Prebendaries of Whitchurch. British History On-line has a
list from 1300-1541 at http://www.british-history.ac.uk/fasti-ecclesiae/1300-1541/vol8/pp74-75. RH
1136-40
Bishop Robert sought to recover church estates and distribute into prebends. Whitchurch was one
that came with the gift of presentation (of rector) to Binegar
1174
Stephen de Tornaco held the Whitchurch Prebend and presents to the parsonage of Binegar in the
same year (his brother or his son?)
1192 Dean Alexander’s visitation to Binegar
Footnote 4: Cf. R.i.101 b, an institution by Dean Alexander to the parsonage of Binegar,
apparently ‘sede vacante’
Source: Somerset Historical Essays, J Armitage Robinson, 1921 Early Somerset Archdeacons, pages
80-83. https://archive.org/stream/somersethistoric00robi#page/82/mode/2up
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Mrs Barrington’s notes
William de Thornaco held at one time the parsonage of Binegar, later became Archdeacon of Stow
and afterwards of Lincoln then Dean of Lincoln, 1223-39. He was suspended in 1239 and became a
monk at Louth Park Ab bey.
Editor’s note: See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_de_Thornaco.
Thomas de Welinton, Rector of Benhangra was followed by his son William de Welinton. No date for
either of these but I imagine they were post Thornaco as it seems that Thomas de Welinton applied
to Thornaco after Thornaco ceased to be Dean of Lincoln regarding his rent of Binegar to the Dean
and Chapter.
Editor’s note: a Sir Thomas de Welinton is listed as Vicar of All Saints Church, Wellington from 124875. The Calendar of Patent Rolls, 1297 lists William de Welinton as Canon of the Church of St
Andrew, Wells.
What relation was William de Thornaco to Stephen and Thomas? Editor’s note: Stephen and Thomas
seem to have been brothers. See Somerset Historical Essays.
1436
VI. A John Lane was collated to the Prebend of Whitchurch sometime after 1436 (August 12),
when a predecessor presented to Binegar. He was collated to a canon’s residence 1440 April 1
having previously occupied another canon’s house. 1442 April 3 he presented to Binegar; 1446
August 22 he was present at the election of Dean Carent and he died before1447 June 6 when
his successor to the Prebend was appointed. The filling of referments subsequent to death
make it reasonable to suppose him to be the same man as No, V (and perhaps No. IV.
Source: Somerset Archaeological and Natural History Society, 1946-49, Vol XCII-XCIV

Prebendal house – Whitchurch tithing
Editor’s note: the following is from an unknown different hand in a section marked miscellaneous
Pass Old Down Inn for ½ mile towards Chilcompton, and at the railway bridge, take a sharp turn left,
for about a mile. You then have Clapton on the right and the prebendal estates on your left. The
house bears the dates 1615 and 1683 and has long been known as Whitchurch Farm. The owner is
the Church Commissioners who actually wanted to demolish it (!) in 1967 but I believe were
restrained from doing so.

Lords of the Manor
Pre-1791 – Hippisley (see Collinson)
1679-1691 – George Hollier or Hellier or Hillyer (Source: earliest churchwarden accounts 1675-1725).
1745 – Mr Prater?
1791 – Edward Willes Esq.
1875 – Rev John Davis (Ashwick)
1906 – Ecclesiastical Commissioners
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Road transport
Kelly’s Directory 1935
Gurney Slade – motor buses pass through daily for Bristol and Shepton Mallet
Fry & Son – Motor garage
Emborough (Binegar) – Wareham, Edwin F, Motor Haulage Contractor, South View
Ashwick – Wareham, F, Haulage Contractor, Gurney Slade (Started with horse and cart)
Williams, Edward – Haulage Contractor, Gurney Slade
Wood, William Walter – Haulage Contractor, Gurney Slade
Mr Williams, Mr Padfield’s brother, said he thought there was no carrier as everything came by train
(this might be so).

Bus services
Bristol to Shepton Mallet, 1924
Wells to Bath, 1928. The original service ran to Old Down along the Wells Road, not passing through
Binegar. This route was introduced under pressure from the Women’s Institute in 1928. However,
before this was introduced, Miss Titpall, the school mistress at Binegar, who lived in Wells had to
walk to Wells Road to catch the bus and on one occasion she and a companion were cut off from the
Wells Road by a flooded road with only one pair of rubber boots between them and the bus
advancing rapidly!!
There was a bus from Coleford on Fridays that took passengers to Shepton Mallet market. It was run
by Alfords of Coleford (from when and for how long?)
Sports teams
Transport of sports teams was by horse wagonette supplied by F Wareham and driven by ?Jim
Wareham, especially the quoits team. Some was probably done by Alfords of Coleford.

Haulage
F Wareham started the business in Ashwick with a horse and cart. Edwin, his son, started with a
horse and cart at Ashwick as his father had done and moved to the Corn Stores at Binegar Green in
1931 and bought the garage in Gurney Slade in 1955.
In 1954, Massey & Wilcox set up a haulage business in the village.
28 June 1975, Mr Dudden told me that a relation of his, Mr Hill of Croscombe, used to haul lead from
Priddy to Binegar Station with 8 horses and that the carrier was reinforced.

Timber carter
Jack Hawkins lived in the cottage opposite the Old Down Inn. He had trace horses and timber
carriage.
He was a Druid and belonged to the Club held at the Old Down Inn. He wore his white robes and
rode a white horse in the Emborough Gymkhana field. (Mrs Hawkins of Kingscombe has a
photograph of Jack Hawkins and his wife, I believe.)
The Hawkins of Turner’s Court Farm was the son of Jack Hawkins and is Mr Crockett’s father.
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Cattle drove and/or Packhorse way
Priddy: opposite Dido’s is a possible packway. There is a line of sycamores behind old age
pensioners’ bungalows. In Paul Stires’ (?) fields, across road from Dido’s and on past his garden,
(roughly along hedge line) going to Priddy (?) or was this possibly the line of the Liberty?

Blacksmiths and garage
W Woodruffe installed the first two petrol pumps in Gurney Slade and also had a hire service. Date?
No source

Roman Binegar
B3134 (crossing B3139 at Whitnell Corner) is mostly built over the old Roman road between
Charterhouse and Old Sarum. Part of the Roman road (which was straighter) is under farmed fields
but no excavation has been undertaken for some time.
A minor Roman road from this one passed by or through No 1 Dalleston (see Mr P Dudden who has
dug out Roman fragments from his garden and can point out the course of a now buried or lost road
across Church Farm).

School
Before 1862
Overseers’ meetings from 1789 until 1841 were held in the Bull Inn. After that date they were held
at the “school”.
The School as we know it now was not in being until 1862, which leaves a gap of 21 years.
It appears, according the ‘Cannington Alms-houses:
Like church-houses in Devon, the Cannington house was also the home of the parish school in
the 18th and early 19th century. In 1732, the vestry agreed to pay a master to teach…”
Somerset Archaeological Society, Vol 117, 1973, page 107 and R R Sellman, Devon Village Schools in
the 19th century, 1927.
The owner of Church Farm, Binegar, Henry Parker in the mid-17th century, a farmer of, one assumes,
some substance, erected in Standing Close a ‘tenement’. These premises were afterwards divided
and turned into five cottages to house the parish poor and subsequently, four were burned down (?
1856)
Is it possible, in view of the above, that the school was housed here for some of the missing years?

Shepton Mallet Illustrated Magazine
1881
18 January – Heavy snowstorms, streets and railways blocked three days, highways over a week

1882
8 February – A son born to Mark Wood, School House, Binegar
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2 March – Fatal collision on railway near Chilcompton
21 March – Daughter born to W Selway at Marchant’s Hill, Emborough
29 April – Heavy gales throughout county
31 May – Binegar Fair
21 August – Son born to W Green at Wintertop Farm
19 October – Flooding – Somerset and Dorset
24 October – Snow storm (first of season)
25 December – Marriage at St Peter’s, Pimlico, London: William Christopher Woodhouse, Doncaster
to Julia, second daughter of James Perry of Binegar

1883
4 January – Daughter born to Tom Ham of Gurney Slade, Ashwick
12 January – Daughter born to George Ford at Crock’s Bottom, Binegar
15 January – Son born to William Hobbs, Gurney Slade
21 January – William Selway died aged 85 at Binegar
14 February – Great floods – west Somerset
5 April – Ann, widow of Simon Thom, aged 92 died
21 April – Son born to William Holt of Gurney Slade
16 May – Binegar Fair
5 June – Mary, wife of William James, Rookery Farm, Binegar, died aged 76
7 June – Daughter born to Edward Pearce, Gurney Slade
10 June – Marriage at Binegar Church of Joseph James Emery to Matilda Charity Emery both of
Gurney Slade
10 June – Disastrous thunderstorms, Ashwick vicarage destroyed by lightening
30 June – At Gurney Slade, Ernest Reakes, aged 18 months, died
2 July – Daughter born to Francis Flower of Gurney Slade
11 August – Daughter born to William Webb of Gurney Slade
31 August – Son born to Walter Green of Wintertop Farm, Binegar
11 October – Daughter born to Henry Sheppard of Binegar
4 November – Ernest Albert Earl died at Gurney Slade aged 19
20 November – Emily Emery of Gurney Slade died at Binegar aged 17

1884
4 June – Binegar Fair

1885
17 February – Quoit Club reformed at Red Lion Inn, Shepton Mallet
27 May – Binegar Fair
31 July – Fatal collision between trains at Binegar Station

Shops and services
Bakers
Baker Appleby (1908) charged ½d for a small loaf to undercut the Co-op. He baked in a little shed
next to Mr T Padfield’s Ivy Deane.
Baker Cottle (? about the same time) baked beside the Old Post Office.
Baker Day (? date) delivered with a donkey cart.
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Baker Taylor (? date) had Mr C Mears deliver bread for him for 1/6d a week. Some homes were so
poor that they drank out of jam jars (the earthen variety).
After 1915, the Co-op started deliveries.

The Co-op
Tin shed was first Co-op shop. Over 50 years. Built by Ernie Colbourn and Mr White. Moved to
Cottle’s later. Built c 1923.

Butcher Thorner
Thorner is said to have passed 300 cows a month through Binegar Station for London.

Wheelwrights
At the time of writing (1972), Mr Colbourn, the present wheelwright, can remember Mr Stevens as a
very old gentleman who previously owned the business (1899) of carpenter and undertaker on the
present site. Mr Stevens sold the business to Mr Tucker of Downside who already owned a
wheelwright’s business there, and he put in a Mr White as manager to whom as a boy, Mr Colbourn
was apprenticed. Mr White died at the age of 45 about 1925-6 when Mr Colbourn acquired the
business. At the time he was employed there, two to three others were working as well. The
wheelwrights have, it appears, always occupied the present cottage and during Mr Stevens’ time, his
wife and daughter ran a small private school where Mr Len Emery was a pupil.
There was a sawing pit behind the workshop also one or two old saws and the round, hollowed-out
tree trunk used for making wheels.
Mr Colbourn said before there was a pavement outside his workshop, the wheels were largely made
on the road outside. The complete wheels were taken down to the smithy to have bands put on.

Somerset Record Society
Editor’s note: I have inserted the title of each of the Somerset Record Society’s volumes. Mrs
Barrington had included only the title of Volume II. This does not, however, accord with the SRS title
but I have left it. RH

Volume 1 – Bishop Drokensford register, 1309-29
LIT. DIM. To Walter de Hulle, Rect. Of Binegar, sub-deac, for Deacon’s orders. Wanton. 4 Non.
(Margin note: 1323, May (probably)).
Vol 1, p 216
Bp’s Proxy to two clerks to act in the Curia re Binegar Rectory. Shirburne (Wint.Dio) 14 Kal. (Margin
note: 1323, July).
Vol 1, p 223

Volume 2 - Somerset pleas
Assizes taken at Benhangra on Wednesday next before the feast of St George, in the 41st year of the
reign of Henry, before Henry de Bracton… (Margin note: Henry III, 1257)
Vol 2, p 400
Assizes taken at Benhangra on Sunday next after the festival of St Michael, before Henry de Bracton
and his companions… (Margin note: 1254)
Vol 2, p 426
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William and Cicely de Wynchalse fled to the church of Behenger, confessed themselves to be thieves
and abjured the realm. They were strangers and had no chattels. The jurors concealed this.
Therefore they are in mercy. (Margin note: Henry III, 41st year)
Vol 2, p 244
Seeking Sanctuary – Mrs Barrington’s note
Before the time of King James I (1603-25), a fugitive from the law could find sanctuary in a parish
church, and could not be brought out. This had been English law from the time of King Alfred,
(famous for burning the cakes at Athelney), and perhaps before. The idea was to shelter a man from
sudden vengeance, to give him the opportunity a fair trial, and (from Norman times) the choice of
leaving the country. If he chose to leave England for good, he was said to “adjure the realm”. This
involved a note to the coroner that he would leave by the route ordered and in the time allowed. The
adjurer was expected to wear sackcloth and carry a cross that he might be recognisable. If he
wandered from his route or took overlong, he was liable to be killed. So he had to travel fast and
direct.
In James I reign, “Church Sanctuary” came to an end, but a relic still survives in English law – a writ or
a summons cannot be delivered to a person in a church or churchyard.

Volume 13 – Registers of Bishops Giffard 1265-6 and Bowett, 1401-7
19th December: Licence for Master John Blew, doctor of laws, rector of the church of Benancre, to
absent himself from his church as the lord’s pleasure. (Margin note: 1401)
Vol 13, p 21
16th June 1408, Master Richard Burton, Chancellor of the Church of Wells, the vicar-general arranged
the matter of exchange between Sir John Marschall, Rector of Sampford Brett, diocese of Wells, and
Stephen Payn, Rector of the church of Benhangra at the presentation of Master Richard Courtney,
canon of Wells and Prebendary of Whytechurch and the said Stephen to the church of Sampford
Brett, in the person of Sir Walter Gybbes, priest, substitute of William Oldom, clerk, original proctor
of the said Stephen. The archdeacon of Taunton or his official to induct. (Margin note: 5th April
1408)
No reference given

Volume 19 – Somerset wills, 1501-30
1508: Will of William HORTON of Lullyngton… Overseers. Thomas HORTON of YVORDE, my broder,
clothman, John Compton of Beburton, clothman, Henry WHYTTOKSMETH of Benanger and to each
of them 5 marks. Proved at Lambeth, 8th May 1508
No reference given

Volume 23 – Quarter Sessions Records, 1607-25
Wells Sessions. 9-12 January, 18 James, Whereas there is a difference between the parishioners of
Beniger, Nunney and Stanton Drew touching the settling of Edward Marchant, Sir John Horner Kt,
Francis Baber and James Bysse Esquires, are desired to call before them the parties on all sides and
to examine and determine the same; and if they cannot, to certify their opinions therein at the next
General Sessions. (Margin note: 1620-1)
Vol 23, p 286

Volume 29 – Register of Bishop Bubwith, 1407-24
1416 November 20th Wells. Same place. The vicar general granted to the King’s Majesty for the
taking of the body of one John White of the parish of Benacre, who having been excommunicated by
authority of the ordinary for contumacy as well as for rebellion and a manifest offence, with
hardened heart has persisted in such excommunication for 40 days and more.
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Vol 29 p 264
Editor’s note: ordinary = Bishop; contumacy – an archaic legal word = stubborn refusal to obey or
comply with authority, especially disobedience to a court order or summons; excommunication, being
a penalty, has a presumption of guilt; as the most serious penalty the church can inflict, it supposes a
very grave offence. RH

Volume 31 – Register of Bishop Stafford, 1425-43
1429 May 13. Dogmersfield. The Bishop instituted Roger Bradeway, chaplain, as Rector of the
parish of Benangra; at the presentation of Master Robert KETON, canon and Prebendary of
Whitchurch in the Cathedral Church of Wells. And he forth assigned to the said John, the resigning
Rector, a pension of 40s.
Vol 31, part 1, p 71
Editor’s note: elsewhere, Mrs Barrington is curious about Dogmersfield and why a Hampshire village
should appear alongside Benangra. The answer is that it was part of Diocesan property.
Dogmersfield village website has lots of detail, though not much relevant to Binegar. RH
1432 September 4: Exchange of benefices between Bradway of Binegar and Thomas Derby of
Patney, diocese of Salisbury.
Vol 31, p 126
1434 July 18: Sir John Jolyf instituted at Binegar vacant by resignation of Sir Thomas Derby.
Vol 31, p126
1436 12 August: Sir John Marschall as rector of Benangra, vacant by death of Sir John Plomer.
Vol 31, p197
1442 3 April: The Bishop instituted Sir John Bryan, priest, as rector of the parish church of Benangra
vacant by resignation of Sir J Marschall. And afterwards, on 12 April, the Bishop decreed in his Inn
at London a pension to the resigning vicar of 40s yearly for life out of the fruits and profits of the said
church.
Vol 31, p 276-7

Volume 44 – Somerset pleas
1280: John Crul who brought a writ of entry against the master of the hospital of St John of Bruges
about a tenement in Stoni Strattone does not proceed, therefore he and his pledges for proceeding
are in mercy, namely Silvester de Hille of Walingon and Nicholas de Cockhill of Benhangra.
Vol 44, part 1

Volume 49 – Register of Bishop Beckynton, 1443-65
1450 22 September: Institution of Richard Suggenhyll, chaplain, in the person of William Stodeham,
his proctor, as rector of the church of Benangger, vacant by the resignation of Sir John Bryan.
Vol 49, p 154
1452 or 3 5 January: Institution of Master Thos. Been as Rector of Binegar.
Vol 49, p 197

Volume 52 – Registers of Bishops Stillington, 1466-91 and Fox, 1492-94
1469 8 July: Institution of John Baker to Benanger vacant by resignation of Master Thos. Been.
Vol 52, p32
1487 23 April: Sir Thomas Richardson to Benanger, vacant on resignation of John Baker.
Vol 52, p 142
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Volume 54 – Registers of Bishops King and Hadrian
1504 11 March: Sir Simon Everdon to Benanger vacant by death of Sir Thomas Richardson.
Vol 54, p 92
1508 18 September: William Brynley to Benager vacant on death of Sir Simon Everdon.
Vol 54, p 130
1514 3 March: Sir John Abee BA to Benynger on death of Sir William Beneleie.
Vol 54, p 168

Volume 56 – Wells Cathedral miscellany
Commission of Enquiry of J de Goodlee, Dean of Wells, appointing Sir Thomas de Benhangre and Sir
William de Westbury, vicars in the church of Wells to report on his (the Dean’s) estates. Dated at
Wells 16 April 1309.
Vol 56, p 59

Volume 67 – Sales of wards in Somerset, 1603-41
One messuage or tenement with apps. called Cockhill and 80 acres of land belonging to it in the
parish of Binegar, held of the King by fealty, worth by office 6/8d, by survey 10/-. Thos. Long died 20
April 1608.
Vol 67, p 34

Sport
Quoits
There appear to have been at least three sites in Gurney Slade where Quoits were played:
1. Where Underhill now is
2. The ‘Blood Ground’ – the land behind the Bath-Wells bus stop (now Colbourn Close, 1976)
3. Where Massey & Wilcox lorry park now is. This seems to have been the last and most
permanent
The ‘bed’ was of a special hard clay with a central spike. The quoits were a steel or iron ring
weighing from 4lbs-14lbs or more. The equipment was stored in the little thatched building visible
in some old post cards of Gurney Slade. This was a popular sport and much played locally at least in
the early to mid-20th century.
Quoit beds were 4ft square of clay with an iron pin in the centre. 2 beds, 18 yards apart, centre to
centre and on the sides of the beds were sloping foot boards
The George was the headquarters of the Quoits Team who belonged to the North Somerset League
and matches were played at Radstock, Single Hill, Shoscombe, Tuckers Grave, Falkland Inn and
Nettlebridge. The teams were transported by Frank Wareham in a wagonette. J Wareham drove.
There were two divisions, North and South Somerset. The photo of the team is c1905.
Charlie Mears was a champion and won 2 gold medals and was twice in the final of the Gamage
Bowl Knockout at Shoscombe and Single Hill.

Football and cricket
The football (and presumably) cricket field was the field behind Flowerstone and lent by Albert
Flower. The football club did very well but finished up about 1955 as also did the cricket team.
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There are two photos of teams given by Mr Dudden. ?dates.
See also Shepton Mallet Journal write up in 1961.

Steed’s Ironworks
The Steed brothers, Arthur and Richard, had a spinster Aunt who lived with them in the early days.
She was evidently a bit eccentric but not a witch as it was thought! She was probably over 80 but
did most beautiful embroidery. The mill house was beside the road and the eaves nearly level with
the road.
Arthur Steed had three daughters, Doris, Elsie and one other, ?name.
Source: Mr Trippick, Oakhill
Editor’s note: the following is from the section Miscellaneous and in an unknown hand
See Willingly to School by Hubert van Zellen, Published by Speed and Ward, pages 37-8 and also
Somerset Folk by Very Reverend Ethelbert Horne, 1938, pages 9-30.

Tax assessments
1780

£

s

d

John Chard for the George Inn at Slade

6 11

Robert Padfield (prop) for the Mill and other things, occupier Thomas Padfield

9

Robert Padfield late Stocks

4

1 19 4

Robert Padfield for part of Calcotts

17 4

Robert Padfield for Abingtons

1

1 4

Robert Padfield for new enclosure at Roemead
Robert Padfield for new enclosure at Binegar Bottom
1783

3 0
£

s

d

John Pearce for the new enclosure at Binegar Bottom

8

0

Robert Padfield (prop) for the Mill and other things, occupier Thomas Padfield

9

4

s

d

Martha Padfield for the enclosure at Binegar Bottom
1784

£

John Chard for the George Inn at Slade

6 11

Robert Padfield for the Mill, tenant Chard

9

4

s

d

1788

£

John Chard for the George Inn at Slade, tenant Henry Horsish (?Hewish)
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Robert Padfield (prop) for the Mill and other things

9

Robert Padfield for part of Calcotts, tenant John Chard

17 4

Martha Padfield for late Shores

1

Martha Padfield for the enclosure at Binegar Bottom

4

0 6
3 0

1795

£

s

d

9

4

17

6

3

0

s

d

Abraham House for the George Inn at Slade, tenant Henry Huish

7

0

Robert Padfield for the Mill

9

4

Martha Padfield for Binegar Bottom

3

0

s

d

5

6

17

4

Robert Padfield (prop) for the Mill and other things
Robert Padfield for part of Calcotts
Martha Padfield for enclosure at Binegar Bottom
1798

£

1816

£

Robert Townsend for Lower Mill
Robert Townsend for Calcotts
Hippsley for the Upper Mill, tenant Padfield

3 10

1823

£

s

d

Robert Townsend for the Mill, tenant Matthew Penny

5

6

Hippsley for the Mill, tenant Lewis Padfield

3 10

Jill & Co for the Inn, tenant George Heal

5

0

Editor’s note: There is no source given for the above and all appear to be listed as in Ashwick Parish.

Trades people
From various directories
From
1788
1815
1845
1886
1905

To

1823

Surname

Name

Trade/profession

Address

Stock
Curtis
Robbins
Church
Sharp

William
Robert
Elisha
William
James

Baker
Baker
Baker
Baker
Baker

Rose Cottage
Binegar
Chilcompton
Gurney Slade
Gurney Slade
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1908
1908
1908
1915
1790
1790
1813
1835
From
1845
1846
1878
1826
1890
1892
1832
1837
1818
1820
1822
1845
1862
1863
1883
1883
1884
1904
1904
1831
1843
1845
1868
1884
1906
1850
1854
1865
1853
1870
1878
1891
1890
1861
1832
1833
1841

1834
1850
To
1856
1856
1889
1843
1892
1894
1840
1850
1835
1845
1875
1865
1890
1890

1843
1851
1873

1868

1884
1880
1910
1870
1836

Appleby
Cottle
Taylor
Gittings
Gait
Gait
Gait
Sperring
Surname
Colbourn
Perry
Hobbs
Stock
Williams
Ashman
Burfitt
Pope
Pierce
Chard
Snook
Snook
Webb
Jewel
Pearce
Pearce
Stevens
Bryant
Flower
Gullifer
Chapman
Uphill
Gould
Porch
Champion
Pocock
Flower
Gould
Bedding
Porch
Payne
Minchington
Hawkins
Benger
Clark
Longman
Heale

James
Frederick
George
Thomas
Name
William
William
William
John
-?-?William
-?James
Seth
Henry
Henry
Thomas
William
Edmund
Edward
James
David
George
James
Edward
Robert
Charles
William
-?Samuel
Thomas
Joseph
Matthew
William
Allen
Philip
John
John
John
James
George

Baker
Baker
Baker
Baker
Blacksmith
Blacksmith
Blacksmith
Blacksmith
Trade/profession
Blacksmith
Blacksmith
Blacksmith
Butcher
Butcher
Butcher
Butter dealer
Butter dealer
Carpenter
Carpenter
Carpenter
Carpenter
Carpenter
Carpenter
Carpenter
Carpenter
Carpenter
Carter
Carter
Coal carrier
Coal carrier
Coroner
Dairyman
Dairyman
Dairyman
Drover
Edge tool maker
Gent's gardener
Gent's servant
Groom
Groom and gardener
Groom/gardener
Haulier
Horse breaker
Inn keeper
Inn keeper
Inn keeper
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Nr Ivy Deane
Nr Old Post Office
?
?
Binegar
Binegar
Binegar
Binegar
Address
Binegar/Chilcompton
Binegar/G Slade
Binegar
Binegar
Binegar
Binegar
Ashwick
Binegar
Binegar
Binegar
Binegar
Gurney Slade
Binegar
Gurney Slade/Binegar
Gurney Slade/Binegar
Gurney Slade/Binegar
Gurney Slade/Binegar
Gurney Slade/Binegar
Shepton
Binegar
Binegar
Wintertop Farm
Binegar
Binegar
Whitnell (Wells)
G Slade
Binegar
G Slade
Binegar
Binegar
Binegar
Old Down
Old Down, Binegar
Ashwick
G Slade
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1842
1859
1862
1818
1814
1855
1899
1897
From
1843
1817
1828
1830
1833
1899
1900
1891
1896
1885
1872
1872
1884
1897
1877
1882
1895
1843
1859
1839
1865
1882
1821
1821
1852
1855
1871
1875
1864
1897
1821
1873
1854
1930
1846
1837
1833

1819
1824
1901
1898
To

1829
1833

1905
1896

1901
1891

1844
1861

1888
1835
1836
1865
1863
1875

1831

1848

Gillson
Perry
Stock
Avery
Roberts
Stubbs
Colbourn
Rogers
Surname
Friedberg
Webb
Clark
Broadnip
Gould
Brown
Barton
Williams
Williams
Heard
Gudge
Harris
Elvery
Norman
Oxford
Hexter
Ham
Mattick
Ruddock
Kingman
Wood
Young
Dors
Pearce
Pearce
Evans
Barrett
Perkins
Earl
Norman
Lambert
Webb
Brown
Pollock
Thorn
Coombs
Damp

Gyles
Edward
William
George
Charles
Thomas
William
John
Name
James
Henry
John
James
Harry
John
Elijah
Luke
Luke
Edmund
John
James
Joseph
Richard
David
William
George
Edmund
Joseph
William
Japheth
Thomas
John
John
Farnham
Richard
William
-?Charles
George
Thomas
George
James
Wishman
Edward
Charles
James

Inn keeper
Inn keeper
Inn keeper
Innkeeper
Innkeeper Bull
Iron smelter
Labourer
Manservant
Trade/profession
Merchant
Miller
Ostler
Ostler
Ostler
Postman
Potter
Railway foreman
Railway ganger
Railway guard
Railway labourer
Railway labourer
Railway plate layer
Railway plate layer
Railway porter
Railway porter
Railway porter
Sadler
Sadler
Sawyer
School master
Shepherd
Shoemaker
Shoemaker
Shoemaker
Shoemaker
Shoemaker
Shoemaker
Shop keeper
Station master
Stocking maker
Stone hauler
Tailor
Tailor
Thatcher
Tollgate keeper
Waggoner
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Binegar
G Slade
G Slade
Binegar
Binegar
G Slade/Ashwick
Gurney Slade
Binegar
Address
Emborough
Binegar
Binegar
Binegar
Binegar
Corn Stores
Binegar
Gurney Slade/Binegar
Walsall, Staffs
Binegar
Gurney Slade
Gurney Slade/Binegar
Gurney Slade/Binegar
Gurney Slade/Binegar
Gurney Slade/Binegar
Ashwick
Binegar/G Slade
Binegar/G Slade
Binegar
Gurney Slade
Emborough
Binegar
Binegar
Gurney Slade Bottom
Binegar
Gurney Slade
Marchant's Hill
Binegar
Station Villas
Binegar
Gurney Slade/Binegar
Binegar/G Slade
Binegar
Binegar
Ashwick
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1840
1815
1820
1859
1899
1972
1816

1848
1817
1838
1863

1926
1820

Barter
Pierce
Pierce
Jewel
Stevens
Colbourn
White
Chapman

William
Samuel
George
William
Ernie
Lazarus

Waggoner
Wheelwright
Wheelwright
Wheelwright
Wheelwright
Wheelwright
Wheelwright
Wool comber

Emborough
Binegar
Binegar
Binegar

Ashwick

Water and waterworks
Downside Waterworks
Jockey Emery
He tapped the spring at Gurney Slade Bottom for the ?Downside Waterworks Company. I
understand there was a considerable rock cavern where the spring was and that they had carts –
probably hand carts – down there and tools and ropes and ladders etc. which were very swiftly
abandoned as soon as the spring was tapped because the water came in so fast that they had to
scramble out as fast as they could.
Mr Tom Williams
Said he could remember it before it was tapped when it was used for cooling milk and so on. I shall
never forget his saying “it came out of there like a bucket in a torrent down Gurney Slade Bottom
and past the Mill carrying all before it”. This scheme was, of course, taken over by Downside who
make the reservoir at Stockhill. He was about 97 at about the time I spoke to him.
Mr Dudden
Says one ‘Jockey’ Emery tapped the original spring for the SMRDC water works. At the time, they
had a considerable amount of equipment in what appears to have been a kind of cavern, including
handcarts, spades, ropes, shovels, etc. When the spring was tapped, it came out with such a rush
that the men had to leave all behind to save themselves.
Fry’s Well and Downside Waterworks (later Bristol Waterworks)
The following information is extracted from records given to me by BWWCo in 1974 who, in turn,
received them from Shepton Mallet Rural District Council when the new Mendip Council was formed
in April 1974. They are about to be deposited with the Somerset Records Office at Taunton for safekeeping, 8 November 1974.
1902: “Three plaintiffs, Francis Philip Whiteside, Charles Wilfred Corney and Hugh Edmund Ford,
owners of Downside College Estates on part of these estates is situated a grist mill which adjoins
Gurney Slade Brook, worked by a water wheel by the said brook. The mill which has existed in its
present condition for upwards of 25 years to my knowledge and for upwards of a century as I am
informed is in the occupation of John Oram as tenant thereof.
“The Gurney Slade Brook issues from the ground by the roadside at the hamlet of Gurney Slade. For
some 300 or 400 yards from its absolute source, the stream is a small one, but at a point almost
opposite the Gurney Slade iron works, the stream receives a very large accession of water which
constitutes the real head of the stream.” (Here follow brief details of the SMRDC for abstracting
water from this spring to the amount of 12,000+ gallons per day.)
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“The result of such extraction of water, if permitted, will be seriously to interfere with the
accustomed flow of water in the said stream. The said John Oram (editor’s note: Gait?) has already
complained to me of the insufficiency of the water supply for working the said mill in dry seasons of
the year and I believe even if from 6,000 to 12,000 gallons a day are abstracted from the brook,
there will not be left sufficient water to render the carrying on of the said grist mill profitable
enough to induce anyone to become a tenant thereof.
“The defendant’s proposed operations, if permitted, will seriously interfere with the workings of the
said mill and detract from the letting and selling thereof.” Sworn at Radstock 28 May 1902, Francis
Philip Whiteside before me, Frederick Ernest Shaw, Commissioner for Oaths.
One James McMurtrie, Mining Engineer of Radstock, Fellow of the Geological Society and for
upwards of 40 years, Mining Engineer of Radstock Collieries, formally the property of the late
Countess Waldegrave, was called in in the dispute between Downside Estates and SMRDC re sinking
a well at Gurney Slade for water supply.
He gave full reasons and explanations for his opinion and concluded with, “I have known the said
brook for many years. It is known as the Gurney Slade Brook. If the RDC construct the said well and
extract therefrom 12,000 gallons or even 6,000 gallons a day which are respectively, I understand,
the maximum and minimum quantities which the said Council propose to take, the mills on the said
brook will certainly be prejudiced, especially in dry seasons.” Sworn at Radstock in the County of
Somerset this 28 May 1902, James McMurtrie before Frederick Ernest Shaw, Commissioner for
Oaths.
Shepton Mallet Rural District Council
1903: Ashwick and Binegar water supply, contract for pipe laying etc., contract 69.
1903: Ashwick and Binegar water supply, contract for engine house and reservoir, contract 70.
Source: Somerset Records Office, Taunton
Downside Waterworks: Report of scheme and statement of revenue account for the year ended 31
December 1911
The Waterworks has been in full operation since 1908 and is the property of the Authorities of
Downside Abbey…possessed no parliamentary powers but had agreements with surrounding
Authorities for water supply in bulk, the Authorities collecting water rates from consumers and
paying Waterworks accounts quarterly.
Pumps and engines: The installation at the Pumping Station consists of two sets of treble ram pumps
and actuated by Crossley Gas Engines, run by Crossley’s Gas Producer Plant. The pumps are capable
of delivering 20,000 and 10,000 gallons of water per hour, respectively, into the reservoir at
Stockhill. From the reservoir, it flows by gravitation to the mains supplying the Clutton RDC. Clutton
RDC, Mid-Norton UDC, Downside Abbey and School and the village of Stratton-on-the-Fosse.
The water is also pumped direct into SMRDC mains at Gurney Slade, to the latter Council’s reservoir
at Gallis Hill, to supply to the villages of Gurney Slade, Binegar, Ashwick, Oakhill (part) and
Emborough.
The reservoir at Stockhill is very substantially built of reinforced ferro-concrete and masonry, 128’
above the Well and is connected with the latter by an 8” main. Dimensions: 86’x80’x13’ deep;
capacity 554,000 gallons. It is about 1/3 below the ground and 2/3 above the ground and is banked
up with earth from the excavations. The structure is built upon a series of 49 concrete piers carried
down to rock and substantially roofed in. Both structurally and mechanically, the scheme is in firstrate working order and thoroughly up-to-date.
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Well: this is 36’ deep and 8’ in diameter. It is lined with 9” brickwork set in cement to near the
bottom. One heading about half-way down the well is driven in a NE direction, about 120’ long and
near the bottom another about 60’ long is driven to the SW. The water is fed by a very strong spring
and the supply of water very greatly exceeds demand.
Gaugings: 1911 had, apparently, a prolonged period of drought but the water supply at Gurney Slade
was scarcely affected.
Parishes supplied in whole or in part: Midsomer Norton (part), Oakhill (part), Farmborough, Clutton,
High Littleton, Timsbury, Camerley, Paulton, Farrington Gurney, Ston Easton, Chilcompton,
Emborough, Stratton-on-the-Fosse, Binegar and Gurney Slade and Ashwick.
Engineer’s house: There is 4½ acres of ground attached to the scheme with a house for the engineer,
also a cottage, garden, etc. The combined rentals yield £15-10-00d per annum.
Analyses: These evidently all proved most satisfactory. Though prolonged drought caused surface
shrinkage, with some slight access of surface water to this spring. What may be termed the chief
source of access has been traced to the overflow from a large sheet of water, Lechmere, near
Emborough and steps are being taken to divert this overflow.
There follow Water Agreements with Clutton RDC to pay £119-15-04d per quarter, Mid Norton UDC
£43-12-01d, Shepton Mallet RDC. Clutton and Mid Norton agreement for 60 years from 1907.
Shepton, in exchange for piece of land adjoining pumping station, received free, 1,825,000 gallons
yearly. The agreement was for 140 years from 9 November 1905.
The report ends with statements of revenue, balance being £756-12-08d gross
Mr Trippick, Oakhill
The first reservoir was situated behind the Mendip Inn. Mr Trippick can remember how, when the
reservoir was opened, that for some reason, the floor was not level and the walls gave way and the
water seeped away, followed shortly after by a burst pipe that flowed in a torrent down Gurney
Slade Bottom and past the Mill, carrying all before it! This scheme was, of course, taken over by
Downside who made the reservoir at Stockhill.

Water supply to other parts
1904: 7 December: Indenture between SMRDC and Richard John Baynton Hippisley of Ston Easton.
In short, while SMRDC has a scheme to supply Ashwick and Binegar with water, Hippisley as principal
landowner in the adjoining parish of Emborough, requested the scheme be extended to certain parts
of Emboro’ parish. Hippisley undertook to convey to the Council, “that parcel of land situate next to
Binegar Green – (on the accompanying map this is apparently on the Green!) Probably, this was
later changed to the present site of the water tower. In return for which (roughly speaking) the
Council undertook to supply water to Hippisley’s farms and cattle troughs, subject to the usual
damage clauses and payment of rates, twice yearly and connection charges:
Farm

Tenant

Whitnell, (Wells Road)
Turner’s Court
Master’s
Manor
Paradise
Swallow Pits
Redhill

Reakes, Albert P
James, John
Reakes, Oliver
Coles, C
Flower, John H
Gait, Edwin
Wareham, Charles
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The existing mains supply was near the Horse & Jockey Inn, Binegar. The Council were to construct
a reservoir of 20,000 gallons on the piece of land designated, see plan.

Binegar water tower
There was at one time (? date) a reservoir at Dalleston (1927) underneath what is now the raised
water tank. I believe this was done for two reasons: (1) the pressure was insufficient and (2) the
reservoir was built over a slocker hole and gave way. This tank was built by Downside Waterworks?
If so, was it there before Dalleston was built?
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Agreements for water supply with Shepton Mallet Union Rural Sanitary Authority 1886
Owner

Occupier

Dwelling

Situation

William Frederick
Church, Baker

W F Church, John
Coombs, Mrs Sarah
Penny

House and premises

Gurney Slade
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Paul Ashman, Butcher

Paul Ashman

House

Gurney Slade

Rev Theo Mayo,
Bromley, Bridgnorth

Walter Cosh

Highcroft Farm

Ashwick

Mrs Elizabeth Bath,
Weston-Super-Mare

William Webb

Jillard Spencer & Co.,
Brewers, Oakhill

Ann Chard, Elizabeth
Perry

House and premises

Gurney Slade

Rev William Meade

Alfred Webb

House

Gurney Slade

Mrs Sarah Davis

Herself and Emanuel
Steeds

House and premises

Gurney Slade

Albert Hill, Farmer

Albert Hill

Gales Farm

Ashwick

James Brown, Post
Office, Grocer and
Post Master

James Brown, William
Norman and Jane
Wood

House and premises

Gurney Slade

Elizabeth Ann Davis

Robert Snook

Highcroft Farm House

Mendip Inn, Ashwick

Gurney Slade

Wool trade
1798
Principal manufacturers of the district are woollen cloth and knit worsted stockings – which in Frome
and Shepton Mallet are considerable.
In Shepton, the inhabitants may be reckoned 6,000 and the cloth manufactured 120,000 yards.
Billingsley says that the industry had been declining for some years, owing to the advent of
machinery. The industry in Frome and Shepton Mallet was supported by ‘cottage workers’ all over
the surrounding districts, hence Gurney Slade and Binegar.
(The woollen trade was accompanied by its attendant industries – sheep, fulling, teasels, woad.)
Source: Billingsley, 1798, page 160

Stocking makers
Thomas Lambert is listed in 1821 and is called ‘hozier’ in 1826.
Urch’s Stocking Factory
Urch’s Factory at Nettlebridge was reputed to be in action between 1838 and 1850.
The last stocking knitter
The last person who knitted stockings lived where Miss Marchant lately lived (in the house that was
next to the Post Office in Gurney Slade but which now forms the house of the Post Office).
She used to walk to Nettlebridge and fetch the wool from a ‘factory warehouse’ owned by a Mr
Urch. (This, however, was reported to be in action between 1838 and 1850 so something seems
wrong with the dates.)
The stockings were knitted from this wool and returned to the warehouse, where they were
collected by one Wilcox and carried to Shepton Mallet. The old lady wore a white cotton bonnet
tied with strings, used a ‘snocking board’ and used to walk to Nettlebridge and back. (? Dates for
this. Her name was Ellen Hamm and she also did rough but strong tailoring.)
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Snocking board
I think this is a small braid attached to the waist probably by a leather belt used for knitting socks. It
held one needle steady and presumably made knitting easier and quicker. I believe the Hebridean
women use something similar.

Wool comber
There was a ‘woolcomber’, Lazarus Chapman, around 1816-20 in Ashwick (i.e. Gurney Slade). His
children were baptised in Binegar.

Miscellaneous notes
Utilities
Electricity
Electricity arrived in Gurney Slade in 1947
North Sea Gas through Binegar
Pipelines were laid right through the Parish in 1967-8 by E Ireland, contractor of Bath. Pipe routes:
Shepton-Binegar-Exeter (20 inch main pipeline) also 12 inch branch pipe to Bath

Butcher’s shop and another pub?
There was a butcher’s shop where Miss Marchant lived – it is now the living quarters of the Post
Office.
Miss Marchant told Mr Dickens that there was a pub on the same site called the White Horse.

Post Office
Mr Hillier is the Public Relations Officer for the area

Old coaches
Mr Alford of Coleford has photos of old coaches. He also did sports outings by horse. Mr Button of
Coleford, now aged 82 (1972) is very interested in local history and has written some down.

Copyholders
1789: J Salmon & wife – 5 closes of meadow and pasture called Great Cockhill adjoining the Pound
(Tithe map 224, 244, 246-8 and 252).
1792: 7 June – William Young claims by copy dated 7 June 1792 a cottage house and garden leading
from Marchant’s Hill to Turner’s Court, late Ellis’s for the lives of himself (55), George (30) and
Hannah (now Targett, 25), his children. Heriot: 3/6d.
1804: W James claims copy on a tenement, Little Crockhill or Little Tyle House or Field Ground (Tithe
map)
1809: John Cleward claims by copy dated 7 April 1809 a cottage called Boarden House together with
one yard of land, part of Parker’s tenement, late Margaret Battles and since William James. (Tithe
maps 321, 322 and 329a)
1812: Mary Chapman, wife of Edward Chapman, claims to hold by copy dated 17 March 1797 a
messuage tenement called the Bull and Compass Inn with the stables, outhouses, garden and
appurtenances for the lives of George Parfitt, Mary, his daughter (now wife of Woolford Salmon, 28)
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and William Parfitt (his nephew, 24 son of William Parfitt of Pilton). (Note: William Parfitt is insane
and a very uncertain life). (Tithe map 307)
1812: Mary Chapman made similar claim on situation adjoining the George Inn.
1814: George Gait, copy dated 25 January 1814, a cottage or dwelling house (now converted to four
1809cottages or dwelling houses), a smith’s shop and two gardens, formerly Everett’s and since
Snook’s. Tithe map 282).
1814: Abraham Gould claims by copy dated 11 May 1814 two cottages or dwelling houses with the
gardens lying behind same and one other garden lying near thereto at a place called Crocks Bottom,
formerly in the possession of Isaac Lane afterwards of Betty Lane and since of Suzannah Lane. (Tithe
map 160, 16a)

Watercress beds
Chilcompton 1841 tithe map has watercress beds on it.

Ghosts
I have no particular stories of ghosts but I have been told that Johnny Brown, the Postman was not
very keen on collecting at Binegar on dark nights.
Ned Parsons used a sheet and scared people by parading around the churchyard. Also Annie Elson,
who lived on Bennett’s Lane in two old cottages (where the new house now stands), she also used to
appear in a sheet and also made homemade sweets. I believe she used to put a string across the
road between two holly trees (her house of cottage is where Mr May now lives (1977).

Charities
Kelly’s 1906 Directory lists:
Chilcompton: Charities consist of a bequest of £100 left by Henry Werret in 1681. The interest to be
appropriated to apprenticing poor boys of the parish and about 40 shillings a year being the interest
of £40 left by James Blacker of the Parish of Binegar, to be distributed in bread among the poor, half
on old Christmas Eve and half on Good Friday.
Rev Adnett tells me this is still administered (1977), though not at bread.

Slocker holes
There seems to be a line of these from the Wells Road to Binegar Green on the Emborough side,
including a suspected one behind the bus shelter also one beneath the water tank at Binegar. There
are one or two on Rich’s ground bordering Bennett’s Lane and also one, recently (1976) in the
garden of the Old Post Office.

Clarke’s Pool
This took water from the main road and Tellis Lane which, not unnaturally, caused it to overflow.
Subsequently, the camber of the main road was changed and deflected the water to the other side.
On September 4 1939, the pool was fenced by Shepton Mallet Rural District Council (confirmed by
Mr Colbourn). This pool must be subsequent to 1841 as it in no way features on the Tithe map of
that date.

Territorial Army camps
The Territorial Army camped, I think, by Turner’s Court corner-field at the junction of Portway Lane
and the lane to Emborough Pond. Camps were held here in 1910 and 1913.
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Another camp was held by Scots Regiment in the field behind the Horse & Jockey.

Ellis family
Margaret Tooker, formerly of Chilcompton, will proved 9 May 1657… Aunt Jane Ellis (a bequest).

Blacker’s Hill Farm
Among David Strawbridge’s papers is a reference to a will of one of the Stockers of Chilcompton,
leaving his land at Blacker’s Hill and Stock Hill to his son, the date is, I think, 1661.

Gurney Slade Club
This was held, I believe, in May or June somewhere in Slade Bottom. Fair people came there and
there was much jollification. I think the George was the headquarters. One of the competitions was
to hold a weaner pig under one arm and sing a song at the same time. Did Oakhill and Litton join in?

Domesday Survey (V.C.H.)
T.R.E. means “Tempore Regis Edwardi”

Land measurements
A Hide was the unit of assessment in which the (Dane)geld was paid. The hide was divided into:
1. The virgate = ¼ of the hide
2. The Furling (farthing) = ¼ of the virgate
3. The Acre, of which 120 went to one hide
The Demesne was the Lord’s portion of the Manor, the peasantry holding the rest under him.
A Lug was a measure of land equal to a pole or perch, also of length 16 ½ feet. In common use in the
marsh district of Somerset, but not heard in most of Taunton, here this measure was always ‘a yard’
or a ‘land yard’ (1893-4)
A Rope was the common measure used in husbandry for draining or hedging and represents 20
linear feet; for walling it is 20 linear feet by one foot high.
Class I: To the agricultural labourer who shall best dig and lay a rope and half of hedge and make up
the wood. First prize 10/-.
Source: Particulars of Culmstock Ploughing Match, November 10 1886.

Coldharbour
Page 370 of Haverfield in VCH on incidence and meaning of name, 1906. At this time it occurred 10
times in the County, the nearest to Binegar being Paulton and Cranmore – the incidence of the name
is said to be connected with Roman sites, but Haverfield does not go along with this theory, though.
Meaning of name unknown but it is common throughout other counties, but apparently never
occurs in early documents and the date of origin is unknown.

Field names from Hippisley map of 1764







The Spire,
Askomb (Asku – land in which Lizal are found),
Pistols,
Milliers (land allocated to miller?),
Chatterlaye – or ?Chatterleys,
Roe Close (Rough arable or grass land),
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H(oney)suckle,
Witch,
Coniger (Rabbits?),
Hostry or Ostrey or Ostney, Indovers,
Flash Pits (swampy or waterlogged ground)

Characters
Sammy Mann
Sammy was a drover of very small stature. The story goes that Seward Perry and a friend went to
Salisbury for the sheep sales, bought some sheep but declined to pay for them unless the drover
were thrown in for the price. He was and brought the sheep back to Gurney Slade and remained in
the village lodging in a house near the George Inn.
It is also said that small boys used to say, “Sammy Mann is the only person with a ‘Mann’ for a
sister!”
“Black” Fred Targett
Fred Targett kept bees and was possibly an herbalist. Approximate dates are 1805-90. He was said
to have been something of a horse doctor and worked for ‘baccy’. He is also said to have lived in the
little hut on the roadside above Ted Jennings’ garden but I am doubtful about this. There were
Targetts living in a cottage in the field next to Holbrook’s Wood at one time and this seems a more
likely habitat.
From miscellaneous notes: Jack Selway said there was no cottage opposite MHH Garage, but merely
a lean-to where he used to shelter in bad weather. He can recall pestering the old man. A Shorey
confirms he was something of a herbalist and horse doctor.
See Langley’s notes.
The overgrown ruin of this tiny dwelling is in Portway Lane by the top end of Mr Jennings’ garden
and right by the verge of the road. This man was a strange character regarded with some
superstitious fear by the villagers.
John Emery
John Emery lived next (or in) Mrs Hill’s house and was mason in charge of bridge building. Was it he
who tapped the spring that is now Gurney Slade Waterworks? He had a small grocer’s shop and I
have been told that his widow, who sold tobacco and sweets, used to bite a sweet in half to get the
correct weight and used a stuffed badger as a doorstop. It was John who moved the pulpit in the
church, which was done in Rev Peart’s time.
William “Peggy” Wood
William wood lost a leg at Binegar Station while rolling a churn across the line. He was Jack Wood’s
father and also had a Sentinel Steam Lorry.
Mark Wood
Mark Wood was a poacher. His wife was Head at Binegar School.
Mr Appleby
Mr Appleby built what was to become the Co-op Shop and also Woodside Terrace. The Bakery (next
to Mrs Theo. Padfield) became a carpenter’s shop where Mr Gait worked and Mr Lambert (snr)
worked with him.
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Mr Brine
Mr Brine lived in Mr Kitchings’ house and was a potter at Emborough Quarry who made ornamental
flowerpots, etc.
Wallace Brine, son of the foregoing, lived in Stratton but has lately died (1976).
Mr John Brown
Mr John Brown was Post Master and had two sons – one was an engineer at the Lime works called
Walter and rode a penny-farthing. The other, James, became a postman (and possibly sub-post
master) and did a round to Maesbury in the morning and Oakhill in the afternoon. I think this was
the Brown who lived in the Manders’ house.
Henry Cave
Note 1: Henry Cave is the subject of the photograph of a fiddler. He was about around the turn of
the century (1900), was a travelling knife-grinder and played his fiddle in most local pubs, including
the White Post. He put up in the winter in a tent I believe at Bennell’s Batch, Chilcompton. He also
played at the Railway Inn, Chilcompton. From his appearance, he was a gypsy rather than a tinker.
Note 2: Itinerant knife and scissor grinder who also played the fiddle. He used to pitch his tent at
Bennell’s Batch, Chilcompton and work the surrounding district. He played at the White Post pub.
Mrs Reeves of Colbourn Close, Gurney Slade, can remember her mother speaking of him. His
features suggest was a gypsy rather than an Irish tinker.
George Webb
George Webb quarried the field behind Mervyn Emery’s cottage (Moors Farm House).
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